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CATALOGUE 
OF THE 

HIGHLY IMPORTANT & VALUABLE 

CABINET OF ENGLISH COINS, 

JG Gtfltr, Sillier amir Copper, 

FORMED BY 

CAPTAIN B. M. MDRCHISON, 
COMPRISING 

MANY OF THE RAREST & MOST BEAUTIFUL 

EXAMPLES IN THE SEVERAL REIGNS, 

RANGING FROM 

THE CONQUEST TO QUEEN VICTORIA. 

WHICH WILL BE SOLD BY AUCTION, 

BY MESSRS. 

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE, 
auctioneers of TCtterarp ^ropertp fc gRPorfcs UIttstrattfce of tfa ^Ttnt arts, 

AT THEIR HOUSE, No. 13 (late 3) WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND.W.C. 

On MONDAY, 27th of JUNE, 1864, and Hour following Days, 

AT ONE O’CLOCK PRECISELY. 

MAY BE VIEWED TWO DAYS PRIOR, AND CATALOGUES HAD. 

J. Davy and Sons, Printers, 137, Long Acre, London. 



CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

I* The highest bidder to be the buyer; and if any dispute arise 
between bidders, the lot so disputed shall be immediately put up 

again, provided the seller cannot decide such dispute. 

II. No person to advance less than Is.; above Five Pounds, 2s. 6d. 

and so on in proportion. 

III. The Purchasers to give in their Names and Places of Abode, and 
to pay down 5s. in the Pound, if required, in part of payment 

of the Purchase-money; in default of which, the Lot or Lots 

purchased to be immediately put up again and re-sold. 

IV. The Sale of any lot is not to be set aside on account of any 
error in the enumeration of the numbers stated, or errors of 
description. 

V. The Lots to be taken away at the Buyer’s expence, immediately 
after the conclusion of the Sale; in default of which, Messrs. 
Sotheby, Wilkinson, and Hodge will not hold them¬ 
selves responsible if lost, stolen, damaged or otherwise des¬ 
troyed, but they will be left at the sole risk of the Purchaser. 
If at the expiration of Two Days after the conclusion of the 
Sale, the Lots are not cleared or paid for, they will then be 
catalogued for immediate sale, and the expence, the same as if 
re-sold, will be added to the amount at which they were bought, 
Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson, and Hodge will have the 
option of re-selling the Lots uncleared either by public or 
private sale, without any notice being given to the defaulter. 

VI. Upon failure of complying with the above conditions, the money 
required or deposited in part of payment shall be forfeited ; and 
if any loss is sustained in the re-selling of such lots as are not 

cleared or paid for, all charges on such re-sale shall be made 

good by the defaulter at this sale. 

Gentlemen who cannot attend the Sale, mag have their 

Commissions faithfully executed by their humble Servants, 
SOTHEBY, WILKINSON, & HODGE. 

Wellington Street, Strand. 



PREFACE. 

This choice Cabinet, which contains many of the rare and 

most beautiful examples in the English Series, as well as 

several unique pieces, and others of considerable value and 

interest, has been formed with great judgment, regardless 

of cost. 

The Collection ranges from the Conquest to the present 

time, and the following pieces may be particularized, as 

demanding special attention— 

IN THE SILVER SERIES, 

William I, Henry I, Stephen, Stephen and Matilda, and 
Eustace, of rare types and mintages. 

Edward I, Berwick Farthing, and Pattern Groat. 

Richard II, Farthing. 

Henry IV, London Groats. 

Richard III, Halfpenny, Half Groat, and a full-faced Groat, 

with arched crown. 

Henry VII, Canterbury Penny, of his second coinage; newly 
discovered varieties of the Profile Groat and Half Groat, 

and the septim. Shilling. 

Perkin Warbeck Groat. 

Henry VIII, Farthing; Half Groat, 37th Year. 

Edward VI, Bristol Halfpenny; Sovereign type Penny. 

Elizabeth, Pattern Threepence, 1575. 

Charles I, the celebrated Oxford Crown, with a View of the 
City of Oxford under the horse; Oxford Pound Pieces, of 

fine work. 

Patterns for Five and Six Farthing Pieces, Shillings, Half 

Crowns, and Crown. 



IV 

Commonwealth, Patterns by Ramage and Blonclean. 

Cromwell, Sixpence, Two Shilling Piece. 

Charles II, Petition and Reddite Crowns. 
William III, Proofs of the Shilling, Half Crown, and Crown. 

George III. and IY, Patterns and Proofs; and a brilliant set 
of the Pattern Florins of the Queen. 

IN THE GOLD SERIES, 

Henry III, Penny. 

Edward III, Quarter Florin, and Noble, 20th year. 

Richard II, Half Noble. 

Henry YI, Half Angel, and the Bristol Angel, 

Edward Y, Angel. 

Richard III, Half Angel. 

Henry YII, Sovereigns. 

Henry VIII, Quarter Angel; Sovereign, 34th year; George, 
Noble. 

Edward YI, Crowns, unique; Pattern Half Sovereign; Angel; 
fine Sovereign, 4th year, the best known. 

Mary, Half Angel, and Rial. 

Elizabeth, Angel of Mary’s type; Rial; Milled Half Crown. 

James I, Half Crown, Spur Rial, and Fifteen Shilling Piece. 

Charles I, Bristol Sovereign; Oxford Half Sovereign, 1644. ox. 

Cromwell, Half Broad, Fifteen Shilling Piece, and a Proof, 
in Gold, of the Crown. 

Charles II, Crown, without numerals, a brilliant piece. 

George II, Proofs of the Half Guinea, Guinea, Two Guinea, 
and Five Guinea Pieces. 

George III, Brilliant Patterns and Proofs of Half Guineas, 
Guineas, Two Guineas, and Five Guinea Pieces; Half 
Sovereigns, Sovereigns, Double Sovereign, and Five 
Sovereign Pieces, by Yeo, Tanner, Pingo, Thomas Wyon, 
William Wyon, and Pistrucci. 



CATALOGUE 
OF X1IE 

EXCEEDINGLY SELECT AND VALUABLE 

COLLECTION OF ENGLISH COINS, 
IN 

GOLD, SILVER, AND COPPER, 

FORMED BT 

CAPTAIN R. M. MURCHISON. 

FIRST DAY’S SALE. 

WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR, 1066—1087. 

SILVER, 

LOT 

1 Pennies, Pax Type, Hies. 241 
rev. + TVRRI. ON. DEYITVN 

rev. + CILD. ON. MIERLEB 

reV. +BTRBEN. ON. STNIG 

rev. + GODRIE. ON. STEFNI 

rev. +roLir. on. tamprb 

all fine and rare 

2 Pennies, Pax Type, Hies. 241 
rev. +SEJ30RD. ON. BARD 

rev. +PVLMIER. ON. RYME 

rev. +IELFEN. ON. SANDp 

rev. YGODpiNE. ON. STIEF 

rev. +DYRBEN. ON. STENE 

all fine and rare 
B 

= Devizes (?) 
= Marlborough 
= Steyning 
= Stepney 
= Tamworth 

= Bardney 
— Eumney 

= Sandwich 
= Stafford 

= Steyning 

5 
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3 Pennies, Pax Type, Hies. 241 

rev. +EDEED. ON. HIDEN = 

rev. +IELppOED. ON. GIELI = 

rev. +piNFEED. ON. LIEpN = 

rev. + LIFESYN. ON. MIEL = 

rev. +GODSBEAND. ON. ML = 

rev. +SIGOLF. ON piEEDI = 

all fine and rare 

4 Pennies, Pax Type, Hies. 241 

rev. + IELNOD. O. SEIEETI = 

rev. +IEpi. ON. LYNDEI = 

rev. +IELFGIEED. ON. piH = 

rev. +IELFHEN. ON. PEENS = 

rev. +GODEIE. ON. LEHEE = 

/// Ar-Ux, rev. +DIEDEIE. ON. HETEI = 

rev. + SYNOYLF. ON. LEE I = 

rev. + SEFMEOI. ON. piTI = 

rev. +YLFpiNE. ON. Gipsp = 

rev. +OEDpi. ON. HEFED = 

ana other mints, some rare 

5 Pennies, Pax Type, Hies. 241 

rev. +EOLELAE. ON. BEIE = 

rev. +BYNIE. ON. IISTANE = 

rev. +YLFEIL. ON. GEANNT = 

rev. FLIFpiNEHOEN. ON. EO = 

reV' +IELFpiNE. ON. EEIE = 

rev. +DECIL. ON. pEEpiL = 

rev. +LEOFpiNE. ON. DEEBI = 

rev. +OTEE. ON. DOEEEST = 

rev. +GOLpiE. ON. DOFEE = 

rev. +YFGIET. ON. GLEpi = 

rev. + IELFSI. ON. EOLELE = 

rev. +XEGLMIE. ON. BADN = 

and other mints, some rare 

6 Pennies, Pax Type, Hies. 241 

rev. +IELFpiNE. ON. TAN = 
rev. +8EGEIM. ON. SEEYB = 
rev. +SIBELOE. ON pEEE 

rev. + SEMIEE. ON. IEXEE = 

Hythe 

Ilcliester 

Lewes 
Maldon 
Malmsbury 
Watchet 

Shaftesbury 
London 

Worcester 
Pevensey 
Leicester 
Hertford 
Chester 
Witney 
Ipswich 
Hereford 

Bristol 
Hastings 

Cambridge 
Rochester 
Cricklade 
Warwick 
Derby 

Dorchester 
Dover 

Gloucester 
Colchester 
Bath 

Taunton 

Shrewsbury 

War eh am 
Exeter 

6 

17 

15 

v 
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Wilton 

Stamford 

Boddington (?) 
Maid on 
Thetford 
Salisbury 

#3*44 17 

Tev. + SEpiKE. OK. pELTYK 

rev. +pVLEpORD. OK. STA 

rev. +GODESBRAKD. OK. BY 
rev. +IELEpTKE. OK. MAL 

rev. + GODRIE. OK. BTERDI 

rev. +GODpiKE. OK. SIERI 
and other mints, some rare 

7 Penny, Pax Type, full-faced Bust, with sceptre, but without 

the usual inner circle, rev. +BRiKTpiKE. ok. lik = Lin- 
coln, fine and unpublished; there are only two of this type 

known 1 
*** Prom the Cuff Sale. 

8 Pennies, Hks. 233 and 234 

rev. +DIODRED. ok. aes = Ashdown 
rev. +GODRir. ok. lykdei = London / 

both fine f 2 

9 Penny, Bud. Sitp. p. I. n. 4, Profile to left, without the sceptre, 
rev. +JELESI. ok. lykdi = London, fine and extremely 

rare 

### Prom the Cuff Sale. 
cL p- 

/ 
/ 

2- 

/ 

/ rt 

/ 

10 Penny, Hks. 236, a variety of the Canopy Type, rev. 

+GOLDIKE. ok. piKr = Winchester, fine and rare 1 

### Prom the Cuff Sale. s/p— 

11 Penny, Hies. 237, rev. +eili>. ok. mierleber = Marlborough, 

a rare mint, fine p/^— 1 

#*# Prom the Col. Thomas Sale. 

12 Penny, IIJcs. 239, Profile to right, with sceptre, rev. +sipiORD. 
ok. piKEi = Winchester, fine and rare , 1 

Prom the Cuff Sale. 

13 Penny, Hks. 240, Profile to right, with sceptre, rev. +LirpOLD. 

ok. piKE = Winchester, paxs in the angles of Cross, fine 

and very rare 33/-^ 1 
Prom the Cuff Sale. 

14 Penny. Hies. obv. of 242, with the rev. of 242, rev. +liford. 
ok. likeo = Lincoln, extremely fine, unpublished, and the ^ 

only one known 1 

A /✓ 

7 

/ A* 

/ 
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15 Penny, Hies. 213, Pull-faee, with sword, rev. +iestas. os’. 

pisx - Winchester, extremely fine and rare 1 

*## Prom the Cuff Sale. 

1G Penny, Wes. 248, Pull-face, sceptre and star, rev. +pYLE . . 

^-os. syb = Southwark, fine and rare 1 

17 Penny, Wes. 249, Pull-face, without sceptre, rev. + DILHAS. 

d#—os. ham = Southampton, fine and very rare 1 

18 Pennies, Wes. 247 and 250, rev. +liesod. os. leeee = Ches- 
/ ter, both rare types 2 

ft 

/ 

WILLIAM EUPUS, 1087—1100. 

19 Penny, Wes. 238, Pull-face, with two stars, rev. +O0Dpi. os. 
/^>-AiYSD = London, fine and rare 1 

20 Penny, Wes. 250, Stars without annulets, rev. +yleried. os. 
/ estl = Canterbury, fine and rare 1 

#*# Prom the Cuff Sale, 

't 0 

HENEY I, 1100—1135. 

21 Penny, Wes. 251, Pull-face, with annulets, rev. +pYLFpoED. 
os. lys = London, fine and very rare 1 

From the Pembroke and Dymock Sales. 

22 Penny, Wes. 256, Profile to left, with sceptre, rev. +pimyst. 
os. pis = Winchester, fine and extremely rare 1 

**# From the Cuff Sale. 

Fenny, Hhs. 262, full-face, sceptre and star, rev. +dyrast. 

os. eaeli = Carlisle, extremely fine, and unique for the 
Mint ^ 

*** Prom the Martin Sale. 

24 Penny, Wes. 263, full-face, with mitre-shaped crown, rev. 

+.RA: 0I*: LEl1 = Leicester, fine and extremely 
rare ,f , ^ 

Z/s.fi+6*. Prom the Martin Sale. 

sr 

i, 

(p 

25 Penny, Hies. 265, profile to left, with sceptre, rev. +babyif 
os. lysde = London, very fine and rare ] 

J/Pz/rJ** From the Cuff and Dymock Sales. 
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26 Penny, full-face, with sceptre and star, rev. +spertavot: os-: 

pAR _ AVai eh am, cross potent over a cross fleury, with a 

rosette in each angle, fine, very rare, and unpublished 1 

Prom the Cuff Sale. a_, 

27 Penny, Sum. Chron. vol. 14, p. 146, profile to right, with 

sceptre, rev. + . .. leh. on. cr oq t *= Cirencester, very fine 

and extremely rare •- f 1 

%* Prom the Dymock Sale. 

STEPHEN, 1135—1154. 

2S Penny, Sics. 268, three-quarter face, with sceptre, rev. 

+paen : o.: ... ro = Lincoln, fine and rare _ 1 / /2- 

29 Penny, Sics. 2/0, profile to right, with sceptre, rev. composed 

of letters and ornaments, as the flag-type of Sics., 271, y 

fine, extremely rare, and presumed unpublished ^ 1 

30 Penny, Sics. 270, profile to right, with sceptre, rev. +.. 

on : tet = Thetford, fine and rare /- 1 '» 

31 Penny, Sics. 2/0, profile to right, with sceptre, rev. q«yRLE. 

on. ecxiT = Exeter, a tressure fleury divided by a double 

cross (as on the long cross coins of Henry III.) extending y^ ^ 

to the edge of the coin—this unique piece is very fine and of 

great value, and strange to say, was found at Exeter 1 

32 Penny, Sics. 271, profile to right, with flag and star, rev. 

+PTIEESINV., cross moline, various ornaments interspersed 
in the legend, extremely rare and very fine 1 

/ 

*** Prom the Martin Sale. 

33 Penny, Sics. 276, full-face, no sceptre, rev. +wn. 

steani = Shaftesbury P extremely rare . .. 

Prom the Cuff Sale. 

34 Penny, Sics. 277, rude portrait to right, with sceptre, rev. 

* WHicneLiNYS. DERBI = Derby, cross voided, martlet in 

each angle, termed the Confessor’s arms, very rare and 

finG -- 1 
Prom the Col. Stretton Sale. 

35 Penny, large head to left, with sceptre, rev. +thor: on: nor = 

Norwich, cross potent, in each angle an ornament formed 

of three annulets, &c., unpublished, extremely rare 1 

J 

1 / 2- 

/ 

/S2- / .. 
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36 Penny, Baronial, Num. Chron., vol. 13, p. 181, full-face, 
between two stars, rev. -had ..: on. wivelce = M ivels- 

comb, extremely rare and fine ^ 

HENEY EAEL OE NOETHUMBEELAND. 

37 Penny, Lindsay.pl. n. 21, + .enoi: con., profile to right, with 
sceptre, rev. -hwtlel : mon. ic. h : = Inchaffray ? of great 

rarity, and fine 1 

STEPHEN AND MATILDA. 

38 Penny, HJcs. 281, Stephen and Matilda standing, with a 
standard fleur-de-lise between them, rev.'various ornaments 
in place of legend, extremely rare and fine /f~ / 1 

*** From the Cuff1 Sale. 

EUSTACE AS GOVEENOE OF YOEK. 

39 Penny, Hies. 282, the Lion (probably of York) passant to 

right, rev. various ornaments in place of legend, very rare 

and fine 

*** From the Devonshire and Cuff Sales. 

40 Penny, Hies. 283, half-length figure to right, holding a sword, 

rev. +thomhs .fil. n. svif., Cross within a quatrefoil, 

extremely rare and fine 1 

From the Cuff Sale. 

HENEY II, 1154—1189. 

41 Penny, HJcs. 285, -hIienri : n : an., young head, with sceptre, 

rev. +piLL£. on: s: edcdvn = St. Edmundsbury, fine and 

rare for this coin 1 

EICHAED I. AND JOHN, 1189—1216. 

42 Halfpenny Aquitaine; Penny Poitou; Denier Aquitaine of 

Aleoner, Queen of Henry II; Halfpenny and Penny, 

Dublin; Farthings, 3; Mascle, rev. ad am. ; Patricii, 

cragf = Carrickfergus; de. dyno = Downpatrick 8 

*** The two last named pieces were current in England._ 

See Close Roll, 7 John, n. 26, 27 May. 1205. 
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HENEY III, 1216—1272. $ - 

43 Pennies, Dies. 286, Northampton, Winchester, Canterbury, 

Lincoln, Carlisle, London, Exeter, York, St. Edmundsbury, v '> 

Chichester, Bhuddlan, jtfwe //', 15 

44 Pennies, Tiles. 286, London, Canterbury, Oxford, Northampton, 

Ipswich, Worcester, Durham, Cardiff, some very fine and t/ fi p 
scarce 15 

45 Pennies, 2, Bud. Sup., pi. 1, n. 15, rev. civitas. lynde = 

London, varieties, both fine and rare /<?— — 2 „ 

46 Pennies, 5, Tiles. 287, but without sceptre, Carlisle and 

Wilton Mints ; two with tqrgi. of the London and Oxford 
Mints; and one ang., rev. lig. tqroPlon = London, all ,, // 
fine and scarce ^ //, 5 

THE GOLD PENNY OE HENEY III. 

47 Penny, Bud. Sup., pi. 6, n. 18, weight 45^ grs., hGNRic’ Rex: 

in’, the king seated on an ornamented throne, in royal 
robes, holding the sceptre and orb, rev. willqm : on. 
LvnDEn4 London, cross moline extending to the edge ofy, 

/*-/< the 
pellets 

coin. in each angle an expanded rose and three 

1 

*** The beauty and excessive rarity'oe this little gem 

NEED NO COMMENT ; EROM THE MARTIN SALE. 

EDWAED I, 1272-1307. 

48 Earthing, +gdwardvs: dg., the usual Head, rev. villa. 

EGRViai. = Berwick, two Bears’ heads in two of the angles 
of the cross, fine and extremely rare: one other lenown, 

which was bought for the British Museum, in Dr. Neligan's 

sale / 1 
49 Halfpenny, Bud. Sup. part 2, pi. 1, n. 21, rev. villa. Beuvici. 

= Berwick, two Bears’ heads in two of the angles of the 

cross, fine and very rare / //>•• /-r/. 1 
50 Earthings 2, -*-6. r. ftNGLie., Heads, without inner circle ; rev. 

civitas. lincol. = Lincoln, rare; rev. civitas. gboraci = 

York, extremely rare, both fine. Halfpenny, Bud. Sup. part 2 f 

pi. 1, n. 20, +6dw. r’angl’. dns. hyn., usual Portrait, rev. 

civitas. 6B0RACI. = York, extremely rare ^— 3 

/ / 
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51 Earthings, 2, London; Halfpennies, 3, Bristol, London, and 

one reading noyicSstri., and having a single pellet in each 

angle of the cross; Pennies, 3, London, Bristol and St. 

Edmundsbury 8 

52 Farthings, 2, one lokdostexsis.; Halfpennies, 5, Bristol, York, 

London, one reading lokdoxiexsis., Berwick, m. on. bear’s 

head, very rare; Pennies, 2, London, writh a Star, and 

Annulet, on the King’s breast, very fine ^ 

53 Pennies, 12, Bobert de Hadeleie, Chester, Durham of Bishop 

Beck, Exeter, London, Kingston, rare ; Lincoln, Canter¬ 

bury, Berwick, Newcastle, York J:12 

54 Groat, Pattern, cdwTCrdys • di- grS* Rex- ShGL’, Head 

crowned, on either side a rose, two pellets on breast, within 

a double tressure of four curves, a rose in each of the 

outward angles, rev. chyi. nonnoniS., very rare and 

fine UUjS. 1 
From the sales of Southgate, Tyssen, Durrant, and 

Bussell. 

EDWABDII, 1307—1327. 

55 Farthing, 1Wes. 305, enyraved from this coin, rev. yilla. BeR- 

,f wici = Berwick, fine and rare (from the Cuff' sale); Half¬ 

penny, +0DW3:. r. S’ngl. dxs., usual Head, rev. yill!Y. 

BORGwiai = Berwick, fine and rare 2 

56 Pennies, 9, St. Edmundsbury, Canterbury, London, Berwick, 

fig Newcastle and Durham, struck by Bishops Beck, 

Kellow, drliT’ Beaumont, fine and very interesting 9 

EDWARD III, 1327—1377. 

// 

3/b tp 

57 Farthing, +gdward. rgx. Sugl., without drapery on the King’s 

shoulders, rev. aiviTfts. London ,fine; Pennies, 2, London 

and Durham, struck by Bishop Hatfield, 1345; Half Groats, 

3, York, with MGYM. omitted in the legend; London, with 

Irish titles and an annulet on the King’s breast; Groats, 2, 

London and York 8 
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GOLD. 

g8 QUABTEB FLOBIN, Hud. pi. 1, n. 1, wt. 27 yrs., 0DWR’: r: 

ytjiGL : s: frTCuc : d’: hlB., Lion crowned, standing on a 

helmet with lambrequins, surrounded by fleurs-de-lis, rev. 
►J-'Gx’TCLTftBiTYR: in: glori7C., Cross fleury with a quatre- 
foil in the centre, a brilliant piece of tiie highest /?# 
DEGREE OF RARITY yj y 

From the Martin Sale. 

59 Quarter Noble, 20th year, +qdw7Cr’. &c., Arms within a double 
tressure of six curves, rev. usual legend, large a. within the 
cross fleury, fine and rare 1 

From the Brummell Sale. 

60 Quarter Noble, Arms within a double tressure of eight curves, 
a pellet in each of the outward angles of the tressure, rev. 
■+-ax^?LT!XBiTTR. in. &c., four pellets in the angles of a cross, / 
within a tressure of eight curves, and a pellet in each of 
the outward angles, a rare variety with the Homan N. 1 

#*# From the Martin Sale. 

61 Quarter Noble, 27th year, +gdw3:rd*, &e., Cross within an 
annulet over the arms, rev. usual legend, an annulet in cen- fi 
tre of the cross fleury, fine and rare 1 

3/k ^ 

From the Martin Sale. 

62 Half Noble, 27th year, wt. 59 yrs., GDWftR: dgi. g. &c., rev. 
-t-DOODiNO. &c., two small Pellets in the first curve of the 
tressure, and a small fleur-de-lis at the head of the lion in 
the second curve, fine and rare q 

63 Noble, 20th year, wt. 128| yrs., gdw!Yr*DxGr:3’. &c., the King 

standing in a ship, rev. +ihGxTRftnsiGnSx &c., Cross fleury, 
G in the centre, within a double tressure of eight curves, 

rare of this mintage 1 
From the Cuff and Dymock Sales. 

64 Noble, 27th year, wt. 119 yrs , gdw£rd0 dgto &c., and ending 

DobyB., usual type, rev. *ihe(sy\ Rytgcd. trangigns. &c., 

a small lis at the head of Lion in the second curve of tres¬ 

sure, very fine 

•** From the Cuff Sale. 

'f 

f 

<6 

S S' 
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RICHARD II, 1377—1399. 

SILVER. 

65 Earthing, Rks. 322, wt. 4 grs., +ma3’RD: rqx: ftnGL., Head 

crowned within a circle, rev. aiviTfts. London., extremely 

rare and very fine 

*#* From the Thames. 

66 Halfpenny, London, Pennies, 2, York, one having a small cross 

on the King’s neck, and both have the open quatrefoil, 

much finer than usual 3 

67 Half Groat, Il/cs. 317, London, but with the English title only, 

fine and rare; Groat, Hies. 316, London, with the legend 

ending frVjicu., fine and rare 2 

*#* The Half Groat from the Rhodes Sale. 

/ r * 

£ n •t 

GOLD. 

68 Quarter Noble, Rud. pi. 1. n. 12, wt. 32 grs., with the legend 

ending sxf., small Fleur-de-lis above the arms, and the same 

in the centre of the cross fleury,j^^<? and rare 1 

#** From the Russell Sale. 

69 Half Noble, Hud. pi. 1, n. 11, wt. 60grs., with the legend ending 

DxhiBxz iV., usual type with r. in centre of the cross fleury, 

extremely fine and rare y 

From the Martin Sale. 

70 Noble with flag, Hud. pi. 1, n. 10, wt. 119 grs. the legend end- 

ing djis xhm s. Sq., and with a small pellet above the 

shield, fine and rare ^ 

*#* 'From the Brummell Sale. 

HENRY IV, 1399—1413. 

u '/ 

fit <t 

s/s /r 

SILVER. 

71 Groat, after his 13th year, Rks. 325, wt, 53* grs., with a small 

pellet in the second curve of tressure, and an annulet in 

the ninth ; on the rev. Roman N in London, fine and very 
rare ^ 

72 Groat, after his 13th year, Rks. 325, wt. 57% grs., type of the 

preceding, but of a different style of work, also having the 

Roman 1\. in London, fine and very rare ^ 
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HENRY Y on YI. 

SILYElt. 

73 Halfpennies, 2, London. Pennies, 3, London, with leaf on 
breast; York, with small cross at each side of the King’s 
head; Durham, as HTcs. 332. Half Groats, 2, London, 
varieties. Groats, 2, London, star on left breast, the other 
with cross on neck and pellet on either side of crown, all 
jins , 9 

S'/Sr/f & 

/ 7 

GOLD. 

74 Quarter Noble, wt. 27grs., m. m. cross pierced ; above the shield 
a fleur-de-lis and two annulets ; to left, three pellets and 

two annulets; to right, star and two annulets; rev. reads / / 

GxgvltSbitvr., &c., small lis in centre of cross fleury, 

fine 1 

75 Half Noble, Rud. pi. 2, n. 8, ivt. 53 grs., usual type, with an¬ 
nulet under sword-arm, rev. m. m. lis, DOCDina., &c., a star 
and five annulets in legend, and an annulet outside of 3 
tressure in first angle, extremely fine // TV' / 1 

*#* Erom the Dymock Sale. s' 

76 H alf Noble, wt. 53grs., legend ending Dn+h., star above the 

shield, rev. usual legend, in a large and bold type, small 
annulet by the head of the first lion within the tressure, j 
extremely fine and scarce 1 

*** From the Martin Sale. 

77 Noble, of peculiar work, weight 108 grs., legend ending 
*dus:J?ibx >b x£q, King standing in a ship, rev. * iJ?ax:s:vTe(CD* 
TRftpsietpsi, &c., a small trefoil by the head of lion in the 
second curve of tressure, extremely fine //- / r 1 

*** From the Dymock Sale- ^ ^ <- 

78 Noble, wt. 107| grs., legend ending ’xDpsxJ?yB’. star under the 
sword arm, annulet between the sword and arm, and an 
annulet on the ship, rev. m. m. cross pierced, usual legend, 
cross by the head of lion in the second curve of tressure, 
very fine ^ ^ 

From the Lloyd Sale. 

fL 

* # 
# 
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HENKY YI, 1422—146]. 

SILVER. 

79 Farthing, Hies. 346, wt. 2\ grs., JpepRiav., &c., fine and very 

rare. Penny, York, wt. 12 grs., J?epRi0Y., Ac., with key to 

right of neck, unpublished, and of great rarity, perhaps 

unique. Groat, York, wt. 47 grs., in. in., Lis. JpepRiUY., 

&c., with 0 on the king’s breast, fine and scarce 3 

80 Half Groat, York, Hud. pi. 4, n. 20, tut. 20 grs., m. m. Lis. 

)2epRi0Y., Ae., 0 on the king’s breast, rev. aiYiTAs oborTWi., 

of excessive rarity, perhaps unique 1 

From the Cuff and Martin Sales. 

81 Groat, Bristol, wt. 48 grs., J?epRi0Yx., &c., b on the king’s 

breast, rev. yillTC. bristow., fine and very rare 1 

From the Cuff Sale. J-Y'ixz 

82 Groat, London, wt. 48| grs.} hepRiov’., Ac., rev. oiyitSs. 

LopDop.,>2e and rare / .. , 1 

From the Cuff Sale. 

ooli). 

✓7 

SS J / 
3 

83 Half Angel, Bud. pi. 3, n. 16, wt. 39^ grs., hepRio., &c., 

glory without radiation, with a cross in the centre, around 

the head of the Archangel St. Michael, rev. m. m. cross 

pierced +o-faRYXxft,Yexsp000 (sic) Yjriaft., with ]), and fleur- 

de-lis and annulet at the sides of the ship’s mast, fine and 

of the utmost rarity, if not unique; found at Haverford¬ 

west ft* fu 'i ^ 1 
##* From the Martin Sale 

84 Angel, Bud. pi, 3, n. 14, wt. 79 grs., J^epRia., Ac., St. Michael 

and Dragon, a small cross in the glory round the Arch¬ 

angel’s head, rev. in. m. cross pierced, por., &c., ending 

rbdo’t, ]) and fleur-de-lis at the sides of the mast, very fine 

and rare 1 

### From the Martin Sale. 

85 Angel, Bristol, wt. 79£ grs., pepRipY*, Ac., ending Dps., type 

as the preceding, rev. P0R., Ac., ending RODe^TOR, ]) and 

fleur-de-lis at the sides of the mast, and b under the arms, 

of great rarity and fine . 1 

From the Cuff Sale. 
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V // 

/ /S' 

^ ^, /o, c? 
SG Quarter Noble, Hud. pi. 3, n. 1, wt. 26| grs., usual type, ' 

scarce a , \ 

**# From the Cuff Sale. * Y ^ 

87 Noble, Hud. pi. 2, w. 9, wt. 107 grs., with fleur-de-lis at the 

^ie S^P> anc^ an annulet under sword-arm, rev. 
m. on. Lis. ij)a, &c., a star and five annulets interspersed 

in the legend, an annulet outside tressure,^0 and rare i 

S8 Noble, with flag, ivt. 1071 grs., fleur-de-lis under the king’s 

sword-arm, and a cinquefoil after each word in legend, rev. 

m. on. Lis., small lis by the lion’s head, within the second 

curve of tressure,j£?z<? and rare 3 

### From the Ferguson Sale. 

3 

EDWARD IV, 1461—1483. 

SILVER. 

89 Halfpennies, 4, London, on. on. rose, ivt. 8 grs.; London, on. on. 

rose, and small cross at each side of neck, wt. 7\ grs. ; 

London, on. on. annulet enclosing a pellet, wt. 5 grs. ; 

Canterbury, with cross at each side of neck, wt. 6 grs. 

Pennies, 3, York, with Gand key tor Abp. JSevill y|-fy, at 

the sides of the neck, ivt. 8 grs.; Durham, with lis at the 

sides of neck, and d on the centre of cross, wt. 10£ grs.; 

London, on. on. annulet, wt. 12 grs., fine and sgg%£4^<^C 7 

90 Half Groats, 4, London, on. on. cinquefoil, wt. 21J grs.; 

Bristol, on. on. sun, with quatrefoil at the sides of neck, 

ivt. 23y grs., very rare; Canterbury, on. on. crown with 

trefoil at each side of neck, wt. 22 go's.; York, on. on., Lis., 

with quatrefoil at each side of neck, wt. 22| grs. Groats, 

6, London, with Lis on neck ; London, with rose on left 

breast; Bristol, with b on breast; York, with e on breast, 

scarce ; Norwich, with yi on breast, scarce, a good lot 10 

GOLD. 

/r 

/ 

91 Half Angel, Hud. pi. 3, n. 12, wt. 40 grs., on. on. cross pierced, . 

St. Michael and Dragon, rev. same on.on. *o*(mvx*, &c., ^ " 'r 

terminating with the sun, very fine and rare 

# # From the Twisden, Durrant, and Dymock Sales 7/~ £> 
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92 Angel, Bud. pi. 3, n. 11, wt. 78 grs., m. on. annulet, usual 

type, rev. same m. on., paRxaRYsa. (sic.), &c., with a and 

rose at the sides of the ship’s mast,fine 

*#* From the Marshall Sale. £3 

93 Quarter Noble, Bud. pi. 3, n. 8, wt. 29% grs., on. on. crown on 

both sides, fine 1 

From the Alchorne and Addison Sales. 

94 Half Eose Noble, Bud, pi. 3, n. 7, wt. 59 grs., with b under 

the ship, for Bristol, rev. on. on. rose and sun, usual type, 

very fine and rare 

*** From the Cuff and Carruthers Sales. 

95 Half Eose Noble, Bud. pi. 3, n. 6., wt. 58f grs., with a under 

the ship, for York, rev. on. on. sun, the legend terminating 

with five trefoils arranged cruciform, fine and rare 1 

From the Eussell Sale. &i/3er 

96 Half Eose Noble, wt. 60 grs., without any letter under the 

ship, rev. on. on. crown, usual type 1 

97 Eose Noble, Bud. pi. 3, n. 4, wt. 117 grs., rev. on. on. crown, 

iJ^jd., &c., the coarse work type, fine /_ 1 

From the Ehodes Sale. 

98 Eose Noble, Bristol, wt. 118 grs. on. on. sun, with b under the 

ship, fine and scarce / y✓ 4 

*** From the Cuff Sale. 

99 Eose Noble, Coventry, wt. 118 grs., with a under the ship, 

rev. on. on. sun, reading TBflpsaps, and having a rose after 

illorycd, fine and rare 1 

100 Eose Noble, York, wt. 120 grs. with a under the ship, rev. 

on. on. sun, usual type, veop fine and rare 1 

*** From the Cuff Sale. 

/ b 

EDWAED Y, 1483. 

SILYEE. 

101 Groats, 2, London, on. on. boar’s head, and the rose and sun 

conjoined, aDWftRD., kc., with head of Eickard III, both 

very rare, but not fine 2 
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00LD £//+ 
102 Angel, wt. 78 grs., m.m. rose and sun conjoined, anw3'RD+. 

&c., with the glory entirely round the head of St. Michael, 

as upon the Angel of Richard III, rev, same m.m.; a and 

rose at the sides of the ship’s mast, extremely rare, and *r 
very fine l / 

RICHARD III, 1483—1185. 

SILVER. 

103 Halfpenny, London, Hies. 3G0, wt. 7 grs., m. m. rose and sun 

conjoined, moved. di. grV. rox., rev. givitVs. lojydojy, //. // '• 

a better specimen of this extremely rare coun~ive have not 
seen ^ 

### From the Cuff and Dymock Sales. 

104 Penny, York, Hies. 359, wt. 11 yrs., with t and key at the 

sides of the King’s neck, struck by Thomas Rotherham, / „ 
Abp.> tiNtt’ very ™re i 

10o Half Groat, London, Hies. 357, wt. 23 yrs., m. m. rose and 

sunfoonjoined, on the obverse only, rev. aiviTVs. lojidoji., 

usual typ e,fne, and there are four specimens known of this ^ 
extremely rare piece , / ^ 

*#* From the Cuff and Martin Sales. 

106 Groats, 2, London, m. m. boar’s head,fine; York, m.m. rose 

and sun conjoined, very rare 2 ^ 
107 Groat, London, wt. 37 yrs., m. m. cinquefoil, or rose, RiaVRDVS. 

m. grYgiV. rgx. Yjilig., head, full-face, with arched crown, 

within a double tressure of ten curves, and having a cinque¬ 

foil, or rose, on the King’s neck, rev. m. m. sun, posvi. 

dovcd. Ydivtorg. cdgyod. in the outer circle, and in the f 
inner one arviTYs. Lojidoji., with three pellets in each 

angle of the cross; this truly extraordinary and unique 

piece is in very good condition, and highly valuable 1 

//e— 

GOLD. 

108 Half Angel, Hud. pi. 3, n. 18, wt. 38yrs., m.m. boar’s head, 

St. Michael and Dragon, rev. same m.m., o. oryx. yyq., &c., 

with r and rose at the sides of the ship’s mast, of very Js - 
great rarity, and well preserved 

9 

#*# From the Martin Sale. x 
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109 Angel, Bud. pi. 3, n. 17, wt. 79 grs., m.m., boar’s head on both 

sides, usual type, with r and rose at the sides of the ship’s 

mast, very fine, and very rare 4//r /io 1 

From the Lloyd Sale. 

HENKY VII, 1485—1509. 

SILYER. 

110 Halfpenny, ls/5 coinage, London, Hks. 368, wt. 7^ grs., m.m. 

rose and sun united, hupRia. nai. gr3\ rux., with open 

crown, extremely rare. Penny, ls£ coinage, York, Hks. 370, 

ivt. 9grs., m.m. rose and sun united, and with t at each 

side of the King’s neck, perhaps for Abp. Rotherham, 

rev. uiyitTCs. QBORftai., with a quatrefoil in the centre of 

cross, very rare, and well preserved yfi 2 

111 Half Groat, ls£ coinage, London, Hks. 364, wt. 23 grs., m. m. 

rose and lis united, j^apRiu., &c., with an open crown on 

the King’s head, uiyitSs. LopDop., extremely rare, and very 

fine 1 
From the Cuff and Martin Sales. 

112 Halfpennies, 1st coinage, London and York, m.m. fleur-de-lis, 

rosettes in the legends, lozenge enclosing a pellet in centre 

of cross, fine and rare. Groat, ls£ coinage, London, m. m. 

rose and lis united, and with quatrefoil, or rose, on the 

breast of the King, very fine and scarce 3 

113 Halfpennies, 2nd coinage, London, full-face, with arched 

crown, three varieties, all very rare, and icell preserved 3 

114 Penny, 2nd coinage, Canterbury, Hks. 376, m.m. tun, hapRia., 

&c., without the French title; Head, with arched crown, 

within a circle ; rev. qiyitSs. a^pxoR., forked cross extend¬ 

ing to the edge of the coin, extremely rare and fine 1 

From the Martin Sale, 

115 Half Groats, 5, 2nd coinage, of Canterbury, London, and 

York, the last with keys at the side of neck. Groats, 3, 

2nd coinage, London, m. m. cinquefoil, leopard’s head 

crowned, greyhound’s head, with the arch to the crown 

formed of two curves of the tressure. Half Groats, 2, 

3rd coinage, m. m. martlet on both sides ; m. mi cinquefoil 

on obverse, and martlet on reverse. Groat, 3rd coinage, 

m. m. pheon ; a good lot c 9 
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116 Pennies, 5, 3rd coinage, Sovereign type, Durham, of Bishops 

1 ox and Buthall; London, m. m. pheon, forked cross quar¬ 

tering the arms ; Another, with the arms placed on a 

broad cross ; York, with a key on each side of the arms ; 
all fine 5 

117 Half Groat, type of the Shilling, Bud. pi. 6, n. 12, rev. small 

Shield of Arms, fine and very rare. Groat, type of the 

Shilling, Bud. pi. 6, n. 18, m.m. lis, ^eqiRiuvs., &c.,fine and $ ^ 

very rare; these two coins seem unpublished 2 

118 Shilling, Bud. pi. 6, n. 19, m.m. lis, ftopRia’* sgpticd’*, &c., 

Profile, to right, crowned, rev. same m. m., posvi., &c., 

Poyal Arms, quartered by a cross fourchee, with a lis '' 

between the forks, extremely rare, and well-preserved 1 

GOLD. 

119 Angel, 1st coinage, ivt. 79 grs., m.m. rose and sun united, 

petpRia*, &c., St. Michael and Dragon, rev. same m. m., jT/S~ 

with ]) and rose at the sides of the ship’s mast, extremely 

fine, and unpublished 1 

### From the Bussell Sale. 

120 Half Angel, ivt. 39 grs., m. m. portcullis, crowned, usual type, 

fine and scarce 1 

121 Angel, wt. 77^ grs., m.m. escallop, ftepRia:’, &c., St. Michael 

and Dragon, rev. same on. on., ij?a’ S'vt’ TRSpsie s’ (sic), 

the legend of the Noble, and the same peculiar form of £ 

throughout, with ft and rose at the sides of the mast, 
//- S+ 

veo'y fine, aoid extremely rare 

From the Curtis Sale. 
Ac' 

/A 

o 

D 
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SECOND DAY’S SALE. 
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HENRY VII. (continued). 

GOLD. 
LOT 
122 Angel, wt. 79 grs., on. m. escallop, usual legend and type, but 

with the same form of £ on both sides, as on the reverse of 

the previous coin, very rare I 

123 Sovereign, Hud. pi. 4, n. 4, wt. 235 grs. on.on. lis, jpejiRiotvs,., 
&c., king seated under a grand canopy, the field ornamented 

with fleurs-de-lis, rev. m. on. dragon, xi))GSVSx Svt€(m£, &c., 

royal arms in the centre of an expanded rose), within an 

ornamented double tressure of ten curves, with stars in 

the outward angles, very rare and fine 1 

124 Sovereign, Hud. pi. 4, n. 5, wt. 236 grs., on. on. dragon, 

be^RicvSx, &c., the king robed and seated in the royal 

chair, and mounted on the arms of a chair are a dragon 

and greyhound ? rev. same, on. on. ij)esvs’x!£vTeMx, &c., royal 

arms in the centre of an expanded rose, within an orna¬ 

mented double tressure of ten curves, extra rare and 

fine 1 

PERKIN WARBECK, 1494. 

SILVER. 

125 Groat, wt. 58| go's., on. on. lion, DOCDinee sAlvvcd., &c., arms of 

England crowned, between a fleur-de-lis and rose crowned, 

within a double tressure of five curves, rev. same on. on. 

CDftpix tqgkglx pJ}Yrsx, 1494, crown, lion, rose, and lis, 

within a double tressure of four curves, extremely rare and 
fi^lQ P 

HENRY VIII, 1509—1547. 

SILVER. 

126 Earthing, 2nd Coinage, Hud. Sup. part 2, pi. 16, oi. 18, wt. 

2 grs., on. on. lis, rvtilans. rosa., portcullis, rev. Jxd.gra:., 

cross with a pellet in each angle, of great rao'ity, and fine 1 

From the Martin Sale. 
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127 Halfpennies, 4, Hks. 393, with the following letters at the 

sides ot the heads, w. X = Abp. Wareham, Canterbury 

Mint; t. a.= Abp. Cranmer, Canterbury; e. l. = Abp. 

Lee of York; t. w. = Cardinal Wolsey of York, all 
scarce 4 

128 Groat, Tournay, m. m. the Saxon t crowned, Ac., 

head of Henry VII. in profile, rev. same, m. m. arviTXs ** 

TOEpyt€(aps.,y?we and rare d#- 1 

129 Pennies, 5, Sovereign type, London, Durham of Cardinal 

AAolsey and Bishop Tonstall; Half Groats, 8, struck by 

Bambridge, Wolsey, Cranmer, Wareham, and Lee ; Groats, 

3, one of York, m. m. acorn, with t. w. and cardinal’s hat, 

for Wolsey, a good lot 16 

130 Penny, Bristol, Hies. 406 ; Half Groat and Groat, fine silver, 

m. on. lis, rev. posyi., Ac. Shilling, fine silver, on. m. lis on 

the obverse, and two fleurs-de-lis on the reverse, posyi., &c., 

all ivell preserved 4 

131 Halfpennies, 3, London, Canterbury, and York ; Pennies, 4, 

of the same mints; Half Groats, 2, Bristol and Canter¬ 

bury ; Groats, 7, London, York, Bristol, Canterbury, and 

one with a blundered legend; Shilling, Bristol, m. m. rose, 

all of the base coinages, some fine >/ 17 

132 Half Groat, 37th year, Hks. 410, m. m. bow, rev. kedde. 

cyiqye., &c., of great rarity, and fine i 

Prom the Martin Sale. 

/A' .. 

„ // V 

£ * 

/ // 

" " 

„ - 

GOLD. 

133 Quarter Angel, Bud. pi. 6, n. 9, ivt. 19| grs., m. on. lis, 

})GpEi(j(YSxYiii., Ac., type of the Angel, rev. same on. on. 

FESpaia., Ac., with \) and rose at the sides of the mast j 

above the shield, very rare and fine /jK/. 1 

134 Half Angel, Bud. pi. 5, n. 7, ivt. 40J grs. on. m. castle, 

hGpEia'xYiii., Ac., type of the Angel, rev. same on. on. 

o. gryx., Ac., with two crosses between each word, type of 

the Angel, and rare 1 ^ '' 

135 Angel, 18th year, ivt. 791 grs., rn. portcullis crowned, usual 

type, rev. same on. on., PGRlaRVGG£, Ac. fine \ / 3 *. 

88 jc 
-3b 
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136 George Noble, Bud. pi. 5, n. 3, wt. 70 grs., m. m. rose, 

TSLixDiaSTftx. &c., St. George and the Dragon, rev. same 

m.m. ftajiRia’*, &c., Rose on ttie mast of tlie, slliP> Wlth 
p. k. at the sides, fine and extremely rare ^ 

137 Half Crown, 34th year, wt. 23 grs., m. m. an annulet enclos¬ 

ing a pellet, rose crowned, with h. r. at the sides, rev. same, 

m. m. pepRiax 8xj &c., Arms crowned, with h. b. at the 

sides, very fine. Crown, 18th year, wt. 57 grs., in. in. arrow, 

rose crowned, with p. i. crowned at the sides, rev. same, 

in. m. naix &c., Arms crowned, with h. i. crowned at the 

sides, very fine £ 2 

138 Half Crown, m. in. rose, RVTiLftps*, &c., Hose crowned, with 

p. k. at the sides, rev. same m. in. arms crowned, without 

letters at the sides, fine. Crown, 18th year, wt. 57 grs., 

with p. k. crowned at the sides of the crowned rose, rev. 

same m. in. with p. k. crowned at the sides of the crowned 

arms, fine 2 

139 Sovereign, 18th year, Bud. pi. 5, n. 2, wt. 237 grs., in. m. lis, 

}5epRiavsx, &c., King seated in the royal chair, holding the 

sceptre and orb, at his feet a portcullis, rev. in. m. arrow, 

xibasvsx, &c., Koyal Arms in the centre of an expanded 

rose, within an ornamented double tressure of ten curves, 

extremely fine and rare cl*- 1 

From the Henderson, Durrant, and Dymock Sales. 

140 Sovereign, 34th year, wt. 200 grs., in. in. lis, hejiRia(8x, &c., 

type very similar to Buding, vi, n. 1, but wTith an unusually 

broad full-faced head of the king', bearded, rev. same, 

m. m. ibosvsx7CvT6(Mx, &c., Koyal Arms supported by a lion 

and a dragon ; below, a tablet on which are the letters 

h. r. in monogram, extremely rare and very fine 1 

*** From the Martin Sale. 

141 Half Angel, 34th year, wt. 40 grs., m.m. lis, )}e(pRia( 8X, type 

of the Angel, rev. same in. m. o. QRvx., &c., an annulet after 

each word in the legend, fine and rare \ 

142 Angel, 34th year, wt. 78J grs., in. m. lis, ^e.pRia’x8x, &c., 

usual type, rev. pqgr. (sic) ORvae., &c., with and cinque¬ 

foil at the sides of the mast, and an annulet (commonly 

known as a gun-hole) on the side of the ship, extremely 

fine and rare i 

*## From the Martin Sale. 
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143 Crown, Bristol, 34th year, wt. 47| grs., m. m. trefoil, JpepRia’. 

8. ROSS*, &c., fall-blown Rose crowned, with ft. r. crowned 

at the sides, rev. on. on. w. s. in mon. (the initials of Wil¬ 

liam Sharrington, of the Bristol Mint), d’.g’. &c., j ^ 

Royal Arms crowned, with p. e. crowned at the sides, 
very fine and rare 1 

144 Half Sovereign, 34th year, wt. 96^ grs., m. on. annulet en¬ 

closing a pellet, henric’ 8*, &c., King seated in the royal 

chair, with angels on the arms of it, and a rose at his 

feet, rev. same m. m., ins’ aytem*, &e., the Royal Arms 

supported by a lion and a dragon ; below, h.r. mon. on a 

tablet, a very fine piece 1 

145 Half Sovereign, 36th year, wt. 94grs., henric. 8., &c., with 

a lozenge after each word, a youthful figure of the King 

seated, at his feet a rose, rev. m. on. k., ins. aytem., &c., y y^ 

Royal Arms supported by a lion and a dragon ; underneath 

K., and below that h.r. mon. on a tablet, very fine aoid 

rare 1 

From the Hymock Sale. 

146 Sovereign, 37th year, wt. 199 grs., on. on. lis, ^ariEia* 8X, &c.? 

King seated as usual; below, a large rose at his feet 

dividing the legend, rev. same m. on. i)?Sx 7Cytumx, &c., 

Royal Arms supported; below, n.R. onooi. on a tablet, very 

fine and rare y 7^ 1 

From the Dymock Sale. 

// /s 

f/ 

EDWARD VI, 1547—1553. 

SILYER. 

147 Halfpenny, Bristol, wt. 4 grs., a’.6’.d’.g., &c., profile Head 

crowned to right, rev. giyitas. bristoli., Cross with 

foliated ends extending to the edge of the coin, of the 

utonost rarity, and very fine // 

There are only two other specimens of this coin known. 

148 Penny, Bristol, wt. 7 go's., on. on. Cross, gd’.6. d.g., &c., type 

of the halfpenny, rev. same on. on., giyitas. bristolig., y 
extremely rare and well preserved 1 

From the Barclay and Dymock Sales. 

/ 

g/ /3 
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149 Half Groat, Canterbury, wt. 19iyrs., edoard. 6., Ac., usual 

profile type, rev. ciyitas. cantor., fine and rare 1 

'■ujyfct-r *** Prom the Hymock Sale. 

150 Groat, wt. 37 grs., m. m. Arrow, edward. 6., Ac., profile 

Head crowned to right, rev. same on. on., posyi., &c., very 

rare, and a remarkably fine piece, probably the best known 1 

151 Eose Pennies, 2, London and York, both good specimens. 

Testoon, on. on. arrow, Timor., Ac., m’.d’.xl’.ix., profile 

Head crowned to right, rev. same on. on., edward: yi*, Ac., 

oval garnished Shield, with e. r. at the sides 3 

ft Prom the Dymock Sale. 

6 'r 

/ /J " 

/ f " 

S '' 

152 Penny, Sovereign type, London, wt. 10igrs., on. on. tun, GxDxGx 

BOSS*, &c., the King seated, rev. arviTXS. loudou, of very 

great rarity, fine, but pierced through the on. 1 

153 Threepence, m. on. tun, Bud. pi. 10, n. 9. Sixpence, York, 

on. m. pierced mullet, Bud. pi. 10, n. 10, both raftp^g^^ 2 

154 Sixpences, 2, Bud.pl. 10. n. 7 and 8, on. on. y., struck at the 

Southwark Mint by Sir J. Yorke ; on. on. tun, struck at the 

Tower Mint by Throgmorton. Shilling, Bud. pi. 10, oi. 5, 

on. on. tun, all fine 

155 Half Crown, 1551, Bud. pi. 10, n. 3, on. on. tun, Horse cur¬ 

vetting, fioie and rare S1 

Prom the Edmonds and Hymock Sales. 

x * 
156 Crown, 1552, on. on. tun, usual type, fine 

GOLD. 

1 

h 

157 Crown, 1 st coinage, Niton. Cliron. vol. XX, p. 1S7, ivt. 46 grs., 

on. on. arrow, rytilans., Ac., Eose crowned, with e. r. 

crowned at the sides, rev. on. on. annulet enclosing a pellet, 

dOIxgrY., Ac., Eoyal Arms crowned, with )).r. crowned at 

the sides, unique!!! and exceedingly valuable, and in very 

good preservation 1 

The reverse side of this hitherto unknown coin is from a 

die of the 37th year of Henry VHI. 
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158 Crown, 1st year, Rum. Citron, vol, XX, p. 187, wt. 48 grs., 

m: m- arr°w, EDWARD’. G\ d’.g’. &c., Royal Arms crowned, 

with e. u. crowned at the sides, rev. same m. m., rvtilans, 

&c. Rose crowned, with e. r. crowned at the sides, unique! !! 

exceedingly valuable, and wooideofully fioie.y^y^f- y i to 

*#* This is the crown, par excellence, and is certainly of greater 

value than the preceding. The obverse is from the same 
die. 

159 Half Sovereign, 1st year, Hud. pi. 6, n. 3, wt. 94 grs., m. m. 

arrow, edward’. 6. d’. g’. &c., King seated in the royal 

chair, at his feet a rose, rev. same m. m. ms’. avte’. &c., 

Royal Arms supported by a lion and dragon; below, e.r. y 

on a tablet, very fine and very rare /C 1 ' 

1G0 Half Crown, 3rd year, Hud. pi. 7, n. G, wt. 20grs., m. m. 

arrow, edward. yi., &c. profile Head crowned to right, 

rev. same m. on., scvtvm., &c. oval shield of Arms crowned. 
* A-r 

very rare and very fine ^ 1 y 

Prom the Russell Sale. 

1G1 Crown, 3rd year, Hud.pl. 7. n. 5, wt. 41 grs., edward’. yi., 

type of the Half Crown, but with e. r. at the sides of the y 
arms, fine and rare — 1 u 

From the Cuff Sale. 

IG2 Half Sovereign, Hud.pi. 7, n. 4, m. on. grapnel, edward. yi., 

&c., with a rose after each word, rev. same on. on., scytym., 

&c. with roses in the legend, fine and rare^^^f^^fi^ i <5 

1G3 Half Sovereign, Pattern, 3rd year, Rum. Cliron. vol. xx. p. 

187, wt. 84\ grs. on. on. bow (the mark of Sir Martin 

Bo'wes) edward’ yi., &c. profile crowned to right, with 

large bust in armour; the interior of crown frosted, rev. 

same on. on. edward* yi. &c. oval shield of Arms crowned, 

with e. r. at the sides; the interior of shield (in two 

quarters), garniture, and crown frosted, extreonely rare, of 

great value, and only one other known 1 

1G4 Crown, 3rd year, Hud. pi. 7, n. 9, wt. 41 go's. on. on. arrow, 

scvtvm’. &c. bare Head, with bust in armour to right, 

rev. edward’. yi : &c. oval shield of Arms garnished, with 

e. r. at the sides, fine and veog rare J/) 

/ 

'/ r. 

2 C> 

'/ r. 

'f 

### From the Dimsdale, Durrant, and Cuff Sales. 

7 " 
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1G5 Half Sovereign, 3rd year, wt. 83f grs., m. m. arrow, Timor : 

&c. ending m.d.xl.ix. bare Head to right, rev. same in. m. 

edward’. yi’. &c. oval shield of Arms garnished, with E. R. 

at the sides, fine and very rare, and unpublished 1 

From the Cuff and Dymock Sales. 

166 Half Sovereign, Hud. pi. 7, n. 8, wt. 76J grs. in, in. bow (the 

mark of Sir Martin Bowes), scytym. &c. with roses in 

legend, bare Head to right, rev. same m. in. edward : yi. 

&c.fine and rare 1 

167 Half Sovereign, 3rd year, Bud. pi. 7, n. 8, wt. 83 grs. in. in 

Y, scytym. &c. a rose after each word, bare Head to right, 

with a cross suspended from the neck, rev. same in. in. 

edward. yi. a rose after each word, fine and rare 1 

From the Cuff Sale. 

168 Half Sovereign, Pattern, 3rd year, Snelling Pattern Pieces, 

pi. 5, n. 6, ivt. 117 grs., rose before scytym. and after 

eidei., bare Head to right, bust in armour, with a cross 

suspended from the neck, a variety of Snelling, rev. in. in. 

bow, edward : Yix rexx ANGL+ERAXC+HIEER+ an expanded 

rose on its branch crowned, between the letters e. r., of 

the highest degree of rarity, and very fine d1 

169 Angel, Bud. pi. 8, n. 4, ict. 76 grs. in. m. Dragon’s head, 

UdwXed. YixDxGx- &c. St. Michael and the Dragon, rev. 

same in. in. RURxURVciex &c. with u and rose at the sides of 

the ship’s mast above the arms, of great rarity, fairly 

preserved, but cracked '/f ^ 1 

*** From the Beeves Sale. 

170 Sovereign, 3rd year, Bud. pi. 7, n. 2, ivt. 172 grs. in. in. Y, 

edward : yi. &c. and a rose after rex., King seated in the 

regal chair, holding a long sword and the orb, rev. same 

in. ills : aytem : &c. Boyal Arms, with usual supporters; 

below e.r. on a tablet within a scroll, fine and very rare 1 

171 Fine Sovereign, 4th year, Bud. pi. 8, n. 1, wt. 236 grs., in. in. 

Dragon’s head, udwSrd* yi’x &c. King seated on a highly 

decorated throne, holding the sceptre and orb ; at his feet, 

a portcullis with chains, rev. same in. in. iJ)e(sVx &c. Boyal 

Arms in the centre of an expanded rose, within a double 

tressure of ten curves, with two small crosses in each of 

the external angles, of excessive rarity, and the finest speci¬ 

men known ^///rf p 
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172 Half Crown, 6th year, Bud. pi. 8, n. 9, wt. 22 grs., m. on. tun, 

Gdwaed. yi. &c. Three-quarter length figure of the King 

crowned, and in armour, to right, rev. same on. on. soytym. ,, 

&c. extremely rare and fine i 

173 Crown, bth year, Bud. pi. 8, n. 8, wt. 37% grs., on. on. tun., 

types as the Half Crown in the previous lot, fioie aoid very , ✓/- 
o'are p ' ' J 

174 Half Sovereign, 6th year, Bud. pi. 8, n. 7, wt. 87% grs., on. on. 

tun, gdwaed : yi. &c. type of Crown, rev. same on. on. 

i)ps : W v to CD : &c. usual type, veoy fine aoid rare 1 

V* Prom the Cuff Sale. X : 

l/o Sovereign, 6th year, Bud. pi. 8, n. 6, wt. 172| grs. on. on. tun, 

qdwWrd : yi : <&c. type of the Half Sovereign, very fioie 

and rare J> c f i 

_  MART, 1553—1558. ____ I 

SILYEB. 

176 Half Groat, Bud. pi. 11, n. 2, Bust crowned to left, o'ev. 

vgeitXs. tgcdpo. &c. Royal Arms quartered by a cross y y. 
with foliated ends, extreonely rare ^ / 1 ^' 

*** From the Martin Sale. 

GOLD. 

177 Half Angel, Bud. pi. 9, n. 4, wt. 40 grs., cdSeiS. &c. St. 

Michael and the Dragon, rev. S.Dno. &c. ending istyd. s : 

with m and rose, at the sides of the ship’s mast, extreonely * 

st S' 

rare and very fine 

From the Martin Sale. 
'1* 

178 Angel, Bud. pi. 9, n. 3, wt. 76 go's., cd^ri. d : g. &c. with five 

annulets after her name, rev. ft*Dno. &c. Type of the Half /( 

Angel, fine and rare 1 

#*# From the Lloyd Sale. 

179 Noble or Bial, Bud. pi. 9, n. 2, wt. 117 grs., CDftRift. d. g. &c. 

ending CD. d. liii. Queen crowned, standing in a ship, 

holding a sword in her right hand, and supporting the 

arms with her left; an expanded rose on the side of the 

ship, and a flag with m at the stern, rev. ft.Dno. &c. radiated ^ 

rose in the centre of a double tressure of eight curves, the 

inner curves beaded; in each curve a lion crowned, and a 

fleur-de-lis alternated, fioie and of very great rarity 1 

##* From the Martin Sale. 

E A } e// /& g 
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180 Sovereign, 1553, Bud. pi. 9, n. 1, wt. 238TV grs., ODftRiS., &c., 

ending cd.d : liii. Queen crowned, seated in the regal 

chair, within an ornamented tressure; at her feet a port¬ 

cullis with chains, rev. ft.nno* &c. Royal Arms in the 

centre of an expanded rose, surrounded by a double tressure 

of ten curves, very fine ^ *■ ■' 1 

From the Pomfret Collection. 

/ ct 

A A , 

PHILIP AND MARY. 

SILVER. 

181 Penny, m. on. lis, p. z. m. &c., crowned head of Mary to left, 

rev. samem.m., uivitas. London., Royal Arms quartered 

by a foliated cross, very rare and fine 1 

182 Half Groat, m. m. lis, philip. et. maria., &c., type of the 

Penny, rev. same m. on., postim., &c., very rare and well 

preserved 1 

From the Dymock Sale. 

4 >• 183 

4 
184 

Half Crown, 1551, a fine chasing 

roat, with head of Mary. Sixpem 

1555, angl., all good specimens 3 

a 

GOLD. 

185 Angel, Bud. pi. 9, n. 5, wt. 79 grs., m. on. lis, philip. s. 

marta. d. g. rex. s. regin., usual type, rev. same on. on., a. 

dno., &c., with five ropes to the ship, and p. m. at the 

sides of the mast,j^^c and rare / 1 

From the Lloyd Sale. 

/ J 

3 Z 

z r 

ELIZABETH, 1558—1602. 

SILVER. 

186 Halfpenny. Three Farthings, 1578, fine. Penny, fine. Half 

Groat. Threepences, 3, 1561, on. on. pheon., with large 

arms. Sixpences, 2, one milled. Shilling i ^ 10 

187 Half Crown, m. on. 1, very fine and rare f l 

***From the Brumell Sale. 

188 Crown, on. on. 1, very fine , ^ 1 

/ // & 
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PORTCULLIS MONEY. /j £ 
ISO Sixpence, Shilling, Half Crown, and Crown, m. m. o., arms 

crowned, with e. r. crowned at the sides, rev. same m. m., 

posvi., &c., Portcullis crowned, a very rare set, and ci very Jg_ ^ 
9°od one * ^ ^ 4 

*** The Shilling and Half Crown from the Rhodes Sale, and 

the Crown from the Marshall. 

MILLED MONEY. 

190 Groat, Hks. 456, m. m. star, very fine. Sixpence, 1562, Hks. 

453, m. m. star, extremely fine 2 

191 Half Groat, Hks. 459. Threepences, 2,1561, with small Bust; 

1562, Hks. 457. Sixpences, 2, Hks. 454, with plain Bust; 

1767, m. m. lis, very fine. Shilling, Rud. pi. 13, n. l,m. m. 

star, very fine s/t 6 z // 

& / 

PATTERNS. 

192 Portcullis Halfpenny (probably a pattern), wt. 4 yrs., in. m. 

o., above the portcullis, rev. Cross moline, with three pellets 

placed close in the angles. Halfpenny ? Snelliny, pi. 5, n. 

11, the Queen’s monogram crowned, rev. Portcullis, above, 

1601, very fine and rare ■' i r 2 

Prom the Pembroke and Addison Sales. 

193 Halfpenny, Snel. pi. 5, n. 14, the. pledge, op., Monogram 

crowned, rev. A. halpe. penny., Rose crowned, very fine yy 

and rare - fiZZ* "y * - 1 

*#* Prom the Pembroke, and Addison Sales. 

194 Penny, 1601, Snel.pl, 6, n. 13, the. pledge, of., a very fine 

Bust of the Queen, rev. a penny., Monogram crowned, 

very fine and rare jZ- 1 
Prom the Tyssen, Durraut, and Russell Sales. 

195 Threepence, 1575, Rud.pl. 13, n. 15, m.m. mullet, a fine and 

highly embroidered bust of the Queen to left, behind, a ^ 

small cross, rev. same m. m., posvi., &c., Arms quartered by JjL 

a broad flat cross, of charming work, extremely fine, and of 

3 S 

great rarity c 4- 

* * Prom the Dymock Sale. 

196 Shilling, Bud. pi 14, n. 4, m. m. key, rev. same m. m., posvi., j 
&c the arms on a garnished shield, very fine and rare . 1-_ 

;/ ft* 
U rr 
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GOLD, HAMMERED. 

197 Angel, 1st Coinage, 78grs., m.m. lis, Elizabeth: &c., 

type of the Angel of Mary, rev. same m.m., a. d:no., &c., 

with e. and rose at the sides of the ship’s mast, fine, extremely 

rare, and unpublished 1 

*** From the Blood Sale. 

198 Quarter Angel, Bud. pi. 9, n. 11, wt. 18\grs., m. m. tun, usual 

legend and type, rev. same m. m., et. hiberhie. regina. 

fidei. Half Angel, Bud. pi. 9, n. 10, wt. 39§ grs., m. m. 

ermine, usual legend and type, both very fine 2 

*** From the Cuff Sale. 

199 Angel, Bud. pi. 9, n. 9, wt. 78 grs., m. m. cinquefoil, usual 

type, but having three ropes to the right of ship, and two 

to the \e£b,fine 1 

From the Marshall Sale. 

200 Half Crown, Bud. pi. 10, n. 6, wt. 22grs., but without a m. m. 

on the obverse, rev. m. m. tun, scvtym., &c., Arms crowned, 

with e. r. at the sides, very fine y 1 

*** From the Bussell Sale. 

201 Crown, Bud. pi. 10, n. 5, wt. 42grs., but with m. m. tun, and 

slightly differing in other respects, very fine 1 

*** From the Barclay, Durrant, and Addison Sales. 

202 Half Sovereign, pi. 18, n. 4, wt. 87grs., but with m. m. tun, 

and the bust larger, and the crown extended to the outer 

circle, rev. same m. m. usual type, extremely fine 1 

*** From the Marshall Sale. 

203 ISToble or Bial, Bud. pi. 10, n. 1, wt. 1V7^ grs., glisTTb’. d’. 

g’. ftpG’. er\ Gt. J?ib. RGGinS., Queen standing in a ship 

holding the sceptre and orb, at the side of the ship a rose,' 

and at the stern, a flag charged with E., rev. m.m. ft 
usual legend and type, very rare and fine 

*#* From the Bussell Sale. 

204 Sovereign, Bud, pi. 10, n. 3, wt. 171 grs., m.m. woolpack 

usual types, but with annulets in the legend, fine i 

f- y 
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205 F'lle Sovereign> Bud. pi. 9, ». 8, wt. 239 grs., m. m. tun, 

ELIZABETH, &c., Queen crowned and robed, seated in the 

regal chair, with the back decorated, at her feet a port¬ 

cullis, rev. same m. m., a’, dno’ &c., Royal Arms in the a- //t 

centre of an expanded and foliated rose, within the usual 
treasure, a very fine piece . 0 ^ 

*** From the Thomas Sale, 1857. 

GOLD, MILLED. 

G alf Crown, Bud. pi. 10, n. 9, wt. 17 grs., m. m. mullet, 

Bust crowned to left, rev. same m. m., scvtym., &c., Royal /• 

Aims crowned ; at the sides e. r., of great rarity, plain / 
S' 

edge, very fine 
t/z/c/i * s (fix. 

-;07 Crown, Bud. pi. 10, n. 8, wt. 53 j grs. m. m. mullet, Bust 

crowned to left, rev. same m. m., scytym., &c. usual type, 

but the inside of crown is Irosted, plain edge, extremely 
fine and rare ^ 

### From the Martin Sale. 

208 Crown, wt. 421 grsm m fleur-de-lis, usual type, but 

with a larger Head, and of a different style of work, 

rev. same m. m., scytym., &c., with the inside of 

crown plain, extremely fine and very rare, with grained 

ed9e ' r/^ 1 
### From the Hollis, Durrant, and Cuff Sales. 

209 Half Sovereign, Bud. pi. 10, n. 7, ivt. 86 grs., m. m. lis, usual 

types, fine and rare, with grained edge 1 

210 Half Sovereign wt. 86 grs., m. m. mullet, the Bust less deco¬ 

rated, and the ruff larger than the preceding, rev. same 

m. m. scytym., &c., inside of crown frosted, extremely fine 
and rare, plam edge ^ 

From the Edmonds Sale. 

JS 

s 

Si /# 
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JAMES I, 1603—1624. 

SILYEE. 

Earthing Tokens, 4, Copper, one silvered, with b. under the 

crown, unpublished. Halfpenny, Penny, and Half Groat, 

of the Eose and Thistle type. Penny and Half Groat, 

with the Bust. Sixpence and Shilling, 1st coinage, m. m. 

thistle, exvkgat., &c. Sixpence and Shilling, 2nd coinage, 

the first 1621, m. m. rose ; and the other m. m. thistle, with 

plume over arms, some very Jine 13 

Shilling, 2nd coinage, m. m. lis, rev. same m. on., qy.e. devs., 

&c., Jine d 1 
*** From the Cuff Sale. 

Shilling, 2nd coinage, on. m. tun, rev. same on. on. QYiE. devs., 

&c., very jine do— 1 
*** From the Marshall Sale. 

Half Crown, ls£ coinage, m. m. thistle, with rose crowned on 

the housings, rev. same on. on., exvkgat., &c. extremely 

rare, jine, pierced dtr— 1 

*** From the Ehodes Sale. 

Half Crown, 2nd coinage, m. on. thistle, crowned rose on the 

housings, rev. same on. on., qv^. devs., &c., jine 1 
Crown, ls£ coinage, on. m. lis, crowned rose on the housings, 

rev. same on. on., exvkgat., &c., veo'y jine 1 
Crown, 2nd coinage, m. on. lis, crowned rose on the housings, 

rev. same on. on., qv^e. devs., &c., Plume over arms, veo'y 

fine dr- 1 
*** From the Cuff Sale. 

Pattern for a Penny, Snel. pi. 5, n. 17, i. k. crowned, between 

a rose and thistle, rev. Portcullis crowned, extreonely jine 

and rare 1 

From the Tyssen, Hurrant, and Eussell Sales. 

GOLD. 

Sovereign, 1st year, Bud. pi. 11, n. 1, ivt. 172 grs., on. on. 

thistle, Bust in plain armour to right, rev. same on. on. 

exvkgat., &c., Eoyal Arms crowned, with i. it. at the sides, 

fine and rare 1 

From the Eussell Sale. 
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220 Hall Crown, Hud. pi. 11, n. 8, wt. 21 grs.. m. in. cinquefoil, 

i. d. a., &c. Head crowned to right, rev. same m. m 

tyeatyr., &c., crowned Arms dividing the legend, with 

i. it. at the sides ot the crown. Thistle Crown, Hud. pi. 11, 

n. 13, wt. 3L grs., m. m. lis, usual types, fine 2 

dltilf Crown, Hud. pi. 11, n. 4, wt. 21 grs., on. on. thistle, 

iacobys., &c., Head crowned to right, rev. same m. on., 

tyeatyr., &c., Eoyal Arms crowned, the lower part of the 

shield dividing the legend, with i. it. at the sides of crown, 

extremely fine and very rare 1 

**# From the Martin Sale. 

222 Crown, Hud. pi. 11, n. 7, wt. 38 grs., on. on. lis, Bust crowned 

to right, rev. same on. on., henricys., &c., large Arms 

crowned with a small crown, with i. r. at the top of shield, / 

fine fiT) x 

223 Sovereign, 2nd coinage, Hud. pi. 11, n. 5, wt. 152| grs., on. on. 

lis, iacobys. d. g. mag. Brit., &c., Bust in ornamented 

armour crowned to right, rev. same on. on., eaciam., &c., 

usual type, very fine 0 1 

*** From the Addison Sale. 

224 Half Angel, Hud. pi. 12, n. 4, wt. 3G grs., rev. on. on. castle, 

Eoyal Arms at the side of a ship; above, i and a rose, 

fioie and rare — 1 

*#* From the Thomas Sale, 1857. 

225 Angel, 3rd year, Hud. pi. 12, n. 3, wt. 64 grs., on. m. book, 

usual types, fine and rare — 1 

226 Angel, wt. 65 grs., on. on. trefoil, usual type, with x above 

the dragon’s head, rev. same m. m., a. domino., &c., Ship 

with a lion at the head and stern, and the mainsail charged 7 72- 

with the Eoyal Arms, very rare, fioie, pierced * 1 

From the Martin Sale. /Trfii 

227 Eose Eial, or Fine Sovereign, Hud.pl. 12, n. 1, wt. 212\grs., 

m. on. rose, King, robed, seated in the Eoyal chair, at his 

feet, a portcullis, rev. same on. on., a. dno., &c., Eoyal Arms 

in the centre of an expanded and foliated rose, within an 

ornamented double tressure of ten curves, very fine and 

2- O - 

/f 7tf 

7 2- 

// £ 

From the Loscombe Sale. A—— 
^ $0$ /+ 
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228 Noble, or Rial, Rud.pl. 12, w. 2, wt. 106grs., m.m. cinque¬ 

foil, King standing in a ship, as usual, rev. same on. m., 

a. dno., &c., radiated Rose within a beaded tressure ot 

eight curves, in each curve a crowned lion and lis alternated, 

very fine, and very rare ^ 

### From the Dymock Sale. 

229 Fifteen Shilling Piece, Rud. pi. 12, n. 6, wt. 97grs., on. on. 

spur-rowel, Lion crowned, holding a sceptre and supporting 

the Royal arms; at sides, x-y, rev. same on. on., a. mo., 

&c., radiated Rose, within a dotted tressure of eight 

curves, each curve containing a lion and lis crowned alter¬ 

nately, extremely rare, and presumed to be the finest 
known 1 

230 Thirty-Shilling Piece, 17th year, wt. 193| grs., on. on. trefoil y 

King seated in a chair with a plain back, his feet resting 

on a portcullis ; the field ornamented with roses and fleurs- 

de-lis, rev. same m. on., a. dno., &c. Royal Arms, with xxx 

above the shield, within a garter composed of roses, lions, 

and fleurs-de-lis, fine and rare, and not in Ruding or 

Snelling S 1 

From the Thomas Sale, 1857. 

231 Thirty-Shilling Piece, 17th year, Rud. pi. 12, n.5, wt. 193go's., 

' m-m- spur-rowel, King seated in a chair with an orna¬ 

mented back, rev. same on. on , usual type,fine and rare 1 

### From the Pomfret Collection. 

232 Unit, or Laurel, Rud. pi. 11, n. 9, wt. 139grs., rev. same on. on., 

itaciam., &c., usual type, fine 1 

233 Quarter Laurel, Rud. pi. 11 ,oi. 12, on. on. spur-rowel. Half 

Laurel, Rud. pi. 11, n. 11, on. on. trefoil, usual legends and 
types, both fine 2 

CHARLES I, 1625 — 1649. 

SILYER.—TOWER MINT. 

234 Farthing Tokens, Copper, 5, one with two sceptres under 

crown, unpublished. Halfpenny, Penny, and Half Groat, 

rose type. Penny, with portrait, on. on. rose. Half Groats', 

— 2> m- m' rose and bell. Sixpence, on. on. anchor, fine. 

Shilling, m. m. sceptre Mum. ’ 13 
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235 Penny, with two pellets in place of m. m. Half Groat, m. ^ 

portcullis, with c n. at the sides of the shield. Sixpence, ? „ 

m. on. plume, with plume over the arms, all very fine 3 

236 Half Crown, m. on. rose, plume on the horse’s head, and 

a cross on the housings, rev. same on. on., with cr. above an * / 

oval garnished shield, fine 1 ^ /j ^ 

237 Half Crown, on. on. cross on steps, plume on the horse’s head, 

and crupper, rev. same on.on., christo., <fcc., square-topped j / 

Shield of Arms, very -fine and rare f - 1 

#*# From the Ehodes Sale. 

238 Crown, on. on. lis, type of the preceding Half Crown, but the 

cross quartering arms has foliated ends, and extends beyond 2- 

the inner circle, fine /// \ 

From the Ehodes Sale. * % 
* 

239 Crown, Hies. 3b, on. on. crown, plume over arms, very fine 1 J 

*** From the Marshall Sale. _ 

240 Crown, Hies. 477, on. on. sun, with the n in regno. 

turvy, oval garnished Shield, fine 
T 

topsy- 

1 

241 Crown, Hies. 2 b, on. on. rose stamped over the plume of 1630, 

plume on the horse’s head, and a cross on the housings, 

rev. same peculiarity of on. on., plume between c—r, above 

the shield, vei'y fine 

/ 

/£ * 

£ £> 

F 



THIRD DAY’S SALE, 

CHAKLES I.—continued. 

GOLD.—TOWER MINT. 
LOT 

242 Crown, Bud. pi. 13, n. 3, but with the m. m. lis after pro- 

tegtt., very fine /fy 1 

243 Crown, Bud. pi. 13, n. 7, but with m. on. crown, extremely 
fine 1 

*** From the Martin Sale. 

244 Crown, ivt. 34grs., ni.on. heart, with the King’s bust passing 
through the inner circle, rev. same on. on.., usual type, 
fine 1 

245 Crown, wt. 3Qgrs., on. on. castle, aud without inner circle on 
either side, very rare, fine, unpublished 1 

246 Half Sovereign, on. on. rose, Bust, with ruff, crowned, to left, 
rev. same m. w., cvltores., &c., Arms, crowned, with cr 

at the sides of shield, very fine 1 

*** From the Martin Sale. 

247 Sovereign, Bud. pi. 13, n. 4<,m.on. plume, rev. same ooi.m., 

florent., &c., Arms crowned; at the sides, cr., peofiectly 
rouoid, and a very fine specimen £_ 1 

*** From the Edmonds Sale. 

248 Angel, Bud. pi. 13, n. 8, ivt. 58 grs., but without the x at 
the side of St. Michael, rev. m. on. cross on steps, amor, 

popyli., &c., Ship under sail, the mainsail charged with the 
Iloyal arms, fine and very rare \ 

SILVER.—RRIOT’s MONEY. 

249 Half Groat, with b under the bust. Sixpence, on. on. anemone 

and b. Shilling, on-, on. anchor, all, fine specimens 3 
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250 Half Crown, m. on. anchor and b., usual typo, very fine 1 

*** From the Bruraell Sale. 

2ol Crown, on. on. anemone and b., usual legend and type, with b. 

after nmxo.,fine 

*** From the Addison Sale. 

/Z // 

/ & 

Z Sil¬ 

very fine 

*** From the Cuff Sale. 
4* 

3 

G-old.—Briot’s Monet. 

252 Half Sovereign, Hud. pi. 14, n. 2, wt. 70 yrs., on. on. anemone 

and b., usual type, very fine and rare — 1 

### From the Tyssen, Dimsdale, and Durrant Sales. 

253 Sovereign, Hud. pi. 14, n. 1, wt. 139 yrs., on. on. anemone 

and b., Head crowned to left, within a beaded circle, rev. ^ 

florent., &c., and a small b. after regna., usual type, ^ 

// 

SILYER.—ABERYSTWIT1I MINT. 

254 Halfpenny, Hks. 554, Bose, rev. Plume, very fine and very 

rare ^ 1 

255 Penny, HJcs. 551, on. on. lis, caro. d. g., &c., rev. on. on. star, 

iystitia., &c., small Plume within a circle, (fijfiffle geoy_ 1 

256 Penny, on. on. open book, very fioie; Half Groats, *3,^two of 

them with on. on. open book, and one is without the inner 

circle; on. on. crown, with ich. dien. on a band under the 

plume, rare 4 

257 Threepence, Groat, Sixpence, and Shilling, on. on. open book, 

plume over arms; the Sixpence has no inner circle. 

Groat, on. on. crown, plume over small arms, all 5 

258 Half Crown, Hud. pi. 20, n. 14, on. on. open book, a, variety 

without the five pellets after regno., fine and rare^'^l 

259 Shilling, of the Oxford type, with small plume before the 

king’s head, rev. on. on. a., exyrgat., &e., and in three lines 

across the field, rel. pro., &c. ; above, three plumes; 

below, 1645. a., very rare, and finer than usuaf'CJ7^~<l ^ 

260 Half Crown, of the Bristol type, on. on. plume; Plume behind 

the king, and a. under the horse, rev. on. on. a., exyrgat., g 

&c., and in two lines across the field, rel. phot , &c.; 

above, three plumes ; below, 1615. a., of great rarity, pre¬ 

sumed unpublished, and fine for the coin 1- 

Z /, 

A 

3 '9 

/ // 

A * 

/ / 
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261 Half Crown, of the Oxford type, m. m. plume; Plume behind 

the king, and small plume under the horse, rev. same, m.m. 

exyrgat., <&c., and across the field, eel. prot., &c.; above, 

a scroll and three plumes; below, 1646 and a plume, very 

fine and very rare 1 

/ U O 

/ S- ; 

0- '' r, 

/ /S' 

/ //> 

'/ 

'/ 

/ £ 

—.—_ 

/ /j 

EXETER MINT. 

262 Penny, HJcs. 552, rev. thro. ivs. eirmat. 1644, full-blown 

rose within a circle, fine and rare d 1 

*** Prom the Cuff Sale. 

263 Plalf Groat, 1644, m. m. rose, rev. same m. m. thro. iyst. 

eirmat. 1644, full-blown rose, rare and well preserved 1 

*** Prom the Loscombe Sale. ^ 

264 Threepence, m. m. rose, with 1644 above the shield. Groat, 

m.m. rose, with 1644 preceding carolvs., &c. Sixpence, 

m. m. rose, with 1644 (on reverse) divided by the m. m. rose. 

Shilling, m. m. rose, 1644 as the Sixpence, but without the 

two pellets, between each figure, very rare, all fine s/t— 4 

26o Half Crown, Hud. pi. 25, n. 5, m. m. rose, rev. same m. m., 

with 1644 after regno, fine and rare 1 

*** Prom the Cuff Sale. 

266 Crown, l£hs. 4S0, m. m. castle, rev. 1645. Ex. after regno., 

fine 2 

*** Prom the Dymock Sale. 

YORK MINT. 

267 Threepence, m. m. lion, with ebor. above the shield. Sixpence. 

m. m. lion, Arms crowned, with c. r. crowned at the sides, 

very fine. Shilling, m. m. lion, with ebor. and Lion’s 

head and paws introduced in the garniture, very fine. 

Half Crowns, 2, Bud. pi. 21, n. 1 and 3, a fine lot 5 

268 Shilling, Bud. pi. 21, n. 4, m. m. lion, with ebor. above a 

square-topped shield, extremely fine. Half Crown, Bud. 

pi. 21, n. 2, m. m. lion, Lion’s head, paws, and tail forming 

part of the garniture, the interior of crown and garniture 
frosted, fine and rare o 
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2G9 Half Crown, Snelling, 10, w. 18, w.w. lion, but differs in 

having ground under the horse, very jive and very rare 1 

*** Prom the Dimsdale, Durrant, and Cuff Sales. 

2/0 Half Crown, Soielling, pi. 10, n. 18, without ground under 

the horse, very fine and rare 1 

2/1 Half Crown, HJcs. 495, on.on. lion, square-topped shield, gar¬ 

nished at top and bottom, c. r. at the sides, extremely 
rare and very fine X X ftp 

// 

x // 

BRISTOL MINT. 

272 Half Groat, no m. m. Bust crowned to left, rev. no m. m., 

exyrgat., &c., and across the field, in three lines, re. pr., 

&c., below, br. mon.,jine and rare. Groat, no on. on., Plume 

before the king’s head, rev. usual legend, below, 1644, and j£- 

b. r. onon. Sixpence, m. on. b., Plume before the king’s 

head, rev. no m. on., exvrg., &c., and rel. pro., &c.; above, 

scroll and three plumes; below, 1646, all fine 3 

273 Shilling, m.m. plume, rev. br. mon. in place of on.on., exvrgat. 

&c., and across the field, in three lines, relig. pro. &c. ; 

above, three plumes ; below, 1644, very fine. Half Crown, 

on.on. plume, plume behind the King, and br. onon. under 

the horse; rev. br. mooi. in place of on.on., rel. prot. &c. in / A v 

two lines across the field; above, three plumes; below, 

1644 and br. mon. 2 

GOLD.—BRISTOL MINT. 

274 Sovereign, m.m. br. mon., carolys. d. g. mag. br. er. et. 

hib. rex., Bust, in armour, to left, with sword and an 

olive branch, behind xx., rev. exyrgat. deys. dissipentyr. 

inimici. rel. prot. leg. ang. lib. par. in a continued 

scroll, with a small plume before the first and after the 

fourth words; above, three plumes; below, 1645, with the 

4 reversed, very fine, unpublished, and of great rarity 1 
rk. 

SILVER.—OXEORD MINT. 

275 Half Groat, m.m. cross, 1644, ox., veo^y rare. Threepences, 2, 

1644, with lion’s head armour; 1646, with scrolls and a 2 

single plume. Groats, 2, 1644, ox., two varieties ; a good 

lot 

ft 
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27G Groats, 4, 1644, ox., with three plumes above relig. pro. 

&c.; 1645, with a single plume and scrolls above relig 

pro. &c.; 1645, with relig. pro. &c. within a compart¬ 

ment, above, a single plume, pierced; 1646, with three 

plumes and scrolls above rel. pro. &c. Half Crown, on. on. 

plume, ground under the horse ; above relig. prote. &c. 

are three plumes, the centre one large; below, 1644. ox. 

with a plume on either side, unpublished, very rare; some 

fio x e 5 

277 Sixpence, Bud. pi. 24, n. 6, on. on. open book, rev. exvrgat. 

&c. 1643, very fine. Shilling, on. on. plume, rev. four 

Lozenges before exvrgat. &c. ; below, 1644. ox., veo'y fine 2 

278 Shilling, on. on. plume, Bust larger than the preceding, and of 

better work, rev. a Bose and Lozenge before exvrgat. 

&c., and across the field relig. prot. &c. in three lines ; 

above, three plumes, with a rose at each side ; below, 1644. 

ox., extreonely fine and rare ^ / 1 

From the Bhodes Sale. 

279 Half Crown, no on. on., plume behind the King, and a line 

under the horse, rev. exvrgat. &c., and across the field 

relig. prot. &c. in two lines; above, 2—6, in Arabic 

numerals, divided by a single plume ; below, 1642, unpub¬ 

lished, well preserved, and very rare ! ] /fi 1 

From the Cuff Sale. 

280 CBOWN. Tiie Celebrated Oxford Crowx, by Bawlins, 

Bud.pl. 24, n. 1, on.m. composed of fleurs-de-lis, or trefoils, 

cruciform, carolvs. d.g. mag. brit. fran. et. iiiber. rex., 

the King mounted on a spirited horse to left; underneath 

a fine View of the renowned City of Learning, with oxon. 

between two steeples, and r. — Bawlins; rev. exvrgat. 

DEVS, dissipentvr. inimici., after each word a floral 

branch; across the field, relig. prot. leg. ang. liber, 

parl. in two lines; above, a floral scroll, v. and three 

plumes ; below, a floral scroll and 1644, oxon. i 

*** The excessive rarity of this highly inteiWting^ece needs 

no comment. It is in a charming state of preservation 

and, in fact, the finest specimen known. 
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/l 

/s 
281 Crown, Bud. pi. 23, n. G, m.m. plume, plume beliind tbo 

King, and ground under the horse, rev. exvroat. &c. 1643, 
very fine 1 

#** From the Eussell Sale. 

282 Half Pound, Bud. pi. 23, n. 4, but dated 1642, fine and 
scarce p 

283 Half Pound, /S'netting, pi. 12, n. 13, without ground under 

the horse, and of a different style of work from the pre¬ 

ceding, very fine and very scarce ' 1 

284 Half Pound, 1G42, of a similar type to 282, well preserved 1 

285 Pound Piece, Bud. pi. 23, n. 1, agreeing in every respect with 

the reference, extremely fine 1 

### From the Hurrant Sale. 

286 Pound Piece, 1642, m. m. plume, with arms and chequered 

ground under the horse, a very rare variety, very fine 1 

From the Trattle, Hurrant, and Marshall Sales. 

287 Pound Piece, 1643, of fine work, Snel. pi. 12, n. 17, m.m. 

plume; plume behind the King; under the horse, a helmet, 

cuirass, swords and flags, fine and rare 1 

From the Edmonds Sale. 

/ // * 

S' £ 4 

/! '' 

for " " 

S' 2- f 

// 

288 Pound Piece, of fine work, Snel. pi. 12, n. 18, m.m. legend 

and type as 287, but rather differing in the style of work, 

rev. exvrgat. &c. in small letters, and within a compart¬ 

ment relig. prot. &c. in three lines; above, xx. and a 

single plume; below, 1644. ox., very fine and very rare 1 

GOLD.—OXFORD MINT. 

A 

289 Half Sovereign, 1643, Bud. pi. 13, n. 11, wt. 70-1- gTS 

legends and types identical with the reference, fine and f 

rare f / /I 
#*# From the Edmonds Sale. 

290 Half Sovereign, wt. 70 yrs., of smaller size, but of similar type, 

with four pellets and a lozenge after inimici., and 1644. 

ox. under the scroll, very fine and of great rarity 1 ^ * 
ft?2*. v/^  • 
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291 Sovereign, wt. 139^ grs., no m.m., Bust of the King, as on 

the Treble Sovereign of 1642, rev. exvrgat. &c., and 

across the field, in two wavy lines, relig. prot. &c. ; 

above, three plumes; below, 1642 ; very fine and very rare, 

and seems unpublished ft 1 

### From the Lloyd Sale. 

292 Sovereign, wt. 136 grs., no m. on. carolvs. &c. reading from 

left to right; Bust extending to the edge of the coin, rev. 

exvrgat. &c. in a scroll around the coin, and in con¬ 

tinuation across the field, relig. prot. &c. in three lines ; 

above, three plumes; below, 1643, very rare, and seems 

unpublished 1 

293 Sovereign, 1643, ivt. 138J grs., on. on. plume ; Bust as on the 

Treble Sovereign of the same year, rev. usual legend in 

three lines, fine afc- 1 

294 Sovereign, 1644, ox. Bud. pi. 13, n. 10, wt. 138 grs., on. on. 

plume ; legends and types identical with the reference, 

very fine and rare dv— 1 

*#* From the Marshall Sale. 

295 Sovereign, wt. 138^ grs., no on. on. Bust of similar style to 

294, but smaller, and with a plain collar, rev. exvrgat. &c. 

reading from right to left, and relig. pro. &c. in three 

scrolls across the field; above, a single plume; below, 

1646, ox. very fine and very rare, unpublished /? 1 
* #• 

* From the Dymock Sale. 

296 Treble Sovereign, obv. as Bud. pi. 13, n. 9, wt. 417 grs., rev. 

exvrgat. &c. and in three scrolls across the field, relig. 

prot. &c.; above in, and three plumes ; below, 1642, very 
fine and rare 

**# From the Bird Sale. 

297 Treble Sovereign, 1643, wt, 418 grs., on. on. plume, Bust larger 

than 296, and the hilt and point of the sword touch the 

inner circle, rev. very like the former, but the letters in 

the three scrolls are smaller, very fioie /7c— y 

298 Treble Sovereign, wt. 414 grs., on. on. plume, legends and types 

as 297, but on the reverse are roses interspersed in the 

legend, and 1643 oxo^.fine and very rare cLc— 1 

*** From the Durrant and Marshall Sales. 
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299 Treble Sovereign, 1644 oxon., 8nel.pl. G, n. 10, wt. 414 grs., 

legends and types identical with the reference, very fine 
and very rare J? / / l ^ S~ 

*** From the Marshall Sale. 

SILVER.—CHESTER MINT. 

300 Half Crown, Hud. pi. 26, n. 2, m. on. three gerbs, (the arms 

of Chester) and with chst. under the horse, rev. same 

on. on. Christo. &c. oval garnished shield of arms, very rare * 
and fine 1 

301 Half Crowrn, HJcs. 486, on. m. three gerbs, without the chst. 

under the horse, rev. on. on. plume, Oxford type, 1644, $ 

extremely rare and fine 1 ^ 

*** From the Lloyd Sale. 

WORCESTER MINT. 

302 Half Crown, HJcs. 494, on. on. three pears (the arms of the 

City) ; the h. c. in the garniture of the shield are not / yy 
struck up, fine and rare 1 

*** From the Russell Sale. 

WARWICK MINT. 

303 Half Crown, Hies. 501, with w. under the horse, but no 

ground, rev. on. m. helmet: christo. &c. Square-topped 

shield of arms crowned, the interior of crown chequered, 

fioie and very rare fad-Jh/rr *1 1 

304 Half Crown, HJcs. 501, legends and types identical with the 

reference, but without the helmej, on. m. on the reverse, 

very fine and very rare H Ay Juy\ / 1 

305 Half Crown, obverse type as 303, rev. no on. on. exvrgat. 

&c. (Oxford type) and across the field in two lines, relig: 

prot : &c. above, three plumes ; below, 1644, fine and very 

rare 1 

J £ 

s* , 

uncertain mints. 

306 Threepence, as the Half Groat, HJcs. 54<8,fine. Groat, HJcs. 

539, m. on. rose. Sixpence, HJcs. 534, on. on. castle, rev% 

m. on. boar’s head, with lion’s paws to the shield, fine; 

Shilling, type of the Sixpence, but the on. on. (if any) are 

not visible. Shilling, a variety of Bud. pi. F. n. 1, on. on. 

anchor on both sides placed horizontally, fine. Shilling, 

type of the Aberystwith, but of very rude work, all rare Jo 
// 

3 

JyS' 
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307 Half Crown, Hud. pi. F. n. 3, m. in. anchor; somewhat 

resembles Briot’s w'ork, rev. same m. in. cheisto. &c. ; square 

shield of arms within a floral garniture, very much 

resembling a rose,j^<? and extremely rare 1 

308 Half Crown, of similar type and work, but on. on. triangle 

over tbe anchor, rev. m. m. triangle ; cheisto. &c. oval 

garnished arms, very fine and extremely rare ^ 

309 Half Crown, Hies. 508, m. on. Lis, rev. no on. on. Hoyal Arms 

with the garter and supporters ; above, c. b. crowned; 

below, 1645, very rare, well 'preserved 1 

310 Half Crown, Hies. 499, but shewing the on. on. harp on the 

reverse, very scarce 1 

311 Half Crown, Hies. 509, m. on. plume on both sides, and dated 

1644, a good specimen 1 

312 Half Crown, Hies. 500, rev. cheisto. &c. with a fleur-de-lis 

after each word,fine and rare 1 

313 Half Crown, a variety of Hies. 500, but it has the star after 

each word on reverse, fine and rare 1 

314 Half Crown, probably Chester, on. on. gerb placed horizontally, 

rev. same on. m. cheisto. &c., oval arms crowned, with a 

lion’s head, paws and tail, forming part of the garniture, 

fine and rare /Ar— 1 

315 Half Crown, obv. as Hies. 506, but no ground under the 

horse, rev. no on. on. type as reverse of Hies. 507, fine and 

rare 1 

316 Half Crown, types as Hies. 502, but without the s. A. under 

the horse, fine and rare /fi \ 

317 Half Crown, types of 316, but the arms differ in being 

smaller, and there is a variety in the garniture, fine and 

rare 1 

318 Half Crown, types as before, but without the helmet on. on. 

on the reverse, and the lion’s skin garniture, fine and 

rare c/o— 1 

319 Half Crown, types very similar to Hies. 500, but on the 

reverse after cheisto is a Lion rampant, and the same 

probably after avspice.,^6 and rare l 

*** From the Marshall Sale. 
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PATTERN PIECES. % 

320 Halfpenny, Snel. pi. 5, n. 18, c. r., crowned, rev. full-blown 

Rose, very fine and extremely rare 1 

321 Halfpenny, Snel. pi. 5, n. 19, on, m. lis, carolys. rex., rose 

crowned, with c. r. at the sides, rev. same on. on., a half, 

pent., type as the obverse, fime and rare 1 3 /S/ 
*** Prom the Durrant and Cuff Sales. * 

322 Five Farthing Piece, Snel. pi. 5, n. 24, rev. chris. ayspice. 

REGN., full-blown Rose, exergue V.F., extremely rare aoid //) a, 

fine l " 

323 Six Farthing Piece, legends and types as 322, but with VI.f. in 
the exergue, extremely rare and very fine 1 J * 

324 Half Groat, Snel. pi. 5, n. 22, rev. fidei. defensor. Half 

Groat, same obverse, rev. Snel. 5, oi. 28, but without the 

crowned c, at each side of the sceptre and trident, rare and J /f> 
fine <?fit 2i 

325 Half Groat, types as the first in 324, but with b. under the 

two interlinked c’s. Half Groat, Snel. pi. 5, oi. 26, rev. 

florebit. IN. jettim., with a radiated Rose in the centre, y p 
fine and rare 2 

326 Halt Groat, Hud. Sup. pi. 5. n. 6, o'ev. no on. on., jystitia. 

thronym firmat., large Plume dividing the date 16-46, 
extremely rare X 

327 Half Groat, Soiel. pi. 5, n. 20, c. r. crowned at the sides of a 

small rose, below b. for JBodot, above large crown, o'ev. 

Thistle crowned, with c. r. crowned at the sides, below 

1640, very fine and very rare 1 

328 Threepence, Snel. pi. 5, n. 30, on. m. bell, rev. same on. m., 

salus. REiPYBLic/E., &c., oval garnished Arms, above 1634 

/ 

very rare / A AnZ 1 

329 Groat, Snel. pi. 5, n. 32, with a Rose, mi., and d. behind the 

king’s head, rev. no on. m., christo., &c., square Arms, 

above 1634, very fine and very rare e 1 * 

**# From the Willet Sale. 

330 Sixpence, wt. 53 grs., m. m. small portcullis, carolys., &c., 

Bust crowned to left, with lace collar, behind yi., rev. 

m. on. portcullis, christo ayspice. regno., oval garnished 

Arms, extreonely rare, and in the highest state of brilliancy 1 ^ 

*** From the Greaves Sale. 
.. 4^2../ 
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J /cT „ 831 Shilling, Hks. type, 3 a, legends and types of the Sixpence in 

330, very rare and very fine 

##* From the Edmonds, Durrant, and Dymock Sales. 

332 Shilling, HJcs. type, 3 b, m. m. bell, rev. same m. m., christo., 

&c., Plume over Arms, extremely fine 1 

#** This is only an unusually good specimen of the ordinary 

coinage of the Tower Mint. 

333 Shilling (?), Snel. pi. 5, n. 36, wt. 140 yrs., car. d. g. mag. 

brit. er. et. HiB. rex., reading from left to right, Bust 

crowned to right, below b. for Briot, rev. eidei. deeexsor., 

Boyal Arms within the garter, crowned, very rare and very 
fine 1 

**# From the Cuff Sale. 

4 

/ /& £ 

9 r/ 

334 Half Crown, Snel. p. 6,. n. 6, m. m. anemone, o. rex. da. 

eacilem. cyrsvm., the King on horseback to right, the 

horse’s head plumed, below h. briot. e., rev. no m. m., 

atqye. avdacibys. ahnye. c(eptis., oval Shield crowned, 

dividing the date 16-28, fine and rare r/o— 1 

335 Half Crown, Exeter Mint, m. m. rose, carolys., &c., three- 

quarter face figure of the King on horseback, with baton in 

hand, riding over arms, rev. same m. m., christo., &c., 

oval Shield of Arms garnished with lion’s paws, below 

1642 within the garniture, fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Cuff Sale. 

336 Crown, by Briot, m. m. anemone, carolys. d. g. mag. 

BRITAlSnSM. ERAN. ET. HIB. REX. EIDEI. DEEENSOR, Bust of 

the King bareheaded to left, rev. hand. ylli. yeterym. 

yirtyte. SECYNDYS., reading from left to right. King on 

horseback to left, with b. under the horse’s fore-foot, 
extremely rare / 

*** From the Cuff Sale. 

PATTERN PIECES. 

A £ " 
/ 

GOLD. 

337 Sovereign, Snel. pi. 6, n. 3, small b. in place of m. m 

carolys., &c„ large Bust crowned, with long hair, m. m. 

St. G-eorge and Dragon, avspiciis. rex. magne. tvis., 

small b. and date 1630, square Shield of Arms garnished 

and crowned, with c. r. crowned at the sides, a very fine 
and rare example of Briot's work i 

*#* From the Thomas and Cuff Sales. 
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338 Broad> Snel.pl. C, n. 4, wt. 178 grs., m. m. lis, Cabolvs., ^ 

King’s Bust in armour and bare-headed to left, but without 

the numerals behind the head, rev. same m. m., eloeent. 

Concordia. regna., oval garnished Shield of Arms 

ciowned, with c. r. crowned at the sides, very Jine and ^ ^ 

Vare * * ^ 1 
* From the Marshall Sale. ' 

339 Broad, Snel. pi. 6, n. 4, wt. 155 grs., m. m. plume, Bust as 

338, wfith the numerals, rev. same m. m., Legend and Type 

as before, but with c. r. not crowned, very Jine and //. 
rare Z /- / -i ' '' 

*** From the Devonshire Sale. 

¥ 

o 

SIEGE COINS, temp. CHARLES I. 

SILVER. 

340 Carlisle Shilling, obs : carl : 1645 : in three lines, fine and 

rare 1 ^ ^ 
*** From the Rhodes Sale. 

341 Carlisle Three Shilling Piece, c : r. and . m.8 under a crown 

within a beaded circle, rev. ob[s] *:ca[rl]. 16[45], very p 
rare - - ^ ^ 

V From the Rhodes Sale^ W" 

342 Colchester, circular, caroli. eortdna. resurgam., Col¬ 

chester Castle, fine and very rare /J/y' 1 

*** From the Rhodes Sale. 

343 Colchester, octagon, Legend and Type as before, fine and 

rare ^- i 

344 Pontefract Shilling, diamond shape, dvm. spiro. spero., c. r. 

under a crown, rev. obs. p. c. 1648., Pomfret Castle, fine 1 

345 Pontefract Shilling, octagon, carol, ii. d. g., &c., and across 

the field hanc. devs. debit. 1648, in three lines, sur¬ 

mounted by a crown, rev. obs. p. c. post, mortem., &c., 

Pomfret Castle, with a cannon issuing from the right-hand 

tower, rare '/f /Vis -rf 1 

346 Pontefract Shilling, octagon, carolvs. secyndvs. 1648. obs. 

p. c., Pomfret Castle, rare s/i>— 1 

347 Newark Half Crowm, Shilling, Ninepenceand Sixpence, 1646, 

a good set 4 

2~ /S~ 

A /Z 

/, & 

2- * 

/ SZ 

2 ; 

// 
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rj/3 3 ^ 

S' 

/ /r 

2 J2 

/ / 

COMMONWEALTH. 

SILVER. 

2 2- * 348 

349 

/ 9 " 

1 , 
350 

/S'/fi , 351 

? /S' ,, 352 

Z 353 
S 2 „ 

354 
3 3 355 

/ 356 

2 /i „ 357 

358 

* ' j -1-y-7 . 

anchor. Shilling, 1660, m. w. anchor. Half Crown, 1658. 

77i. on. anchor. So7iie 7'are &/&- 

— 

*#* Erom the Trattle, Durrant, and Russell Sales, 

rown, 1649, fioie and of 

hnown 

% * 
* 

extremely fine 

From the Meymott and Cuff Sales. 

7 
1 

1 

1 

GOLD. 

> c/v— 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

PATTERNS.—Copper, &c. 

' -o —'—? 
surmounted bj a wreath, rev. for. necessary, chang., 

Iiish Shield, surmounted by a wreath, small size, exto'emely 
fine, and very rare S> i 

### From the Martin Sale. 

359 Farthing, englands. earthing., St. George’s Shield and 

wreath, rev. eor. necessary, change., Irish Shield and 
wreath, fine arid rare v./ 

£/r f 

### From the Martin Sale 

360 Farthing, m. m. mullet, tiivs. vnited. invincible., three 

Pillars conjoined, rev. same on. m., and. god. direct, ovr. 

corse., Ship under sail, very fine aoid o'are ,_ y 

*** From the Martin Sale, 

361 Pewter Piece, i oynce. of. fine, pewte^ St. George’s Shield, 

with t. k. in a wreath, rev. for. necessary, change., Irish 

Harp radiated, very fine and rare S<r- 1 
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PATTERNS.—Silver. SJ/ ^ ^ 

362 Sixpence, 1651, Snel. pi. 6, n. 11. by Blondeau, with engrailed 

edge, fine and rare 

#*# From tbe Cuff Sale 

1 4-/4=- 

363 Shilling, 1651, Snel. pi. 6, n. 12, by Blondeau, with engrailed 

edge, fine and rare zhr— \ fi '' 

364 Half Crown, Snel. pi. 6, n. 13, by Blondeau, on the edge 

TEYTH. AND. PEACE., 1651, PETEYS. ELOND^EYS. INYENTOE. 

eecit., a brilliant specimen \ * 

*** From the Long, Maydwell, Hall, Parker, and Brice Col¬ 
lections. 

365 Half Crown, 1651, Snel. pi. 6, n. 14, by Blondeau, rev. m.m. 

sun, on the edge in. the. thied. yeaee. of. eeeedome. by. 

gods, blessing, eestoeed., 1651, extremely fine and // 

i (ire fi1 

*** From the Willet and Cuff Sales. 

366 Sixpence, by Bamage, Snel. pi. 6, n. 8, teyth. and. peace., 

St. G-eorge’s Shield, rev. same legend, Irish Harp; on the 

edge, teyth. and. peace., 1651, extremely rare and 7 / 

fine 1 7 

From the Pomfret Collection. 

367 Shilling, by Bamage, Snel. pi. 6, n. 9, m.m. mullet, gayeded. 

with, angeles., 1651, an Angel supporting the Arms of 

the Commonwealth, rev. same m.m., the. commonwealth, 

of. England., St. George’s Shield within a wreath, very 

fine and extremely rare . Vl 1 

From the Cuff Sale. 

368 Half Crown, by Bamage, Snel. pi. 6, n. 10, legends and types 

as the Shilling, but on the edge teyth. and. peace. 1651., 

very fine and extremely rare ^— 1 / 

### From the Pembroke and Cuff Sales. 

^p# /S' 
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FOURTH HAY’S SALE, 

OLIVER CROMWELL. 

SILVER. 

/ Jo 
LOT 

369 Shilling, 1658, extremely fine 
J JC / / " 370 jja]f Crown, 1656, an extremely rare date, fine 

371 Half Crown, 1658, extremely fine J ^ 

1 

1 

1 
7 

£ f 
From the Tyssen, Durrant, and Baker Sales. 

X JO- Jr ^72 Crown, 1658, very fine, and shewing very little of the flaw 1 

### From the Maydwell and Brockett Sales. 

/J Jj~ 373 Crown, termed the Dutch, 165S, very rare, and very fine 1 

gold. 

J/) >. 374 Broad, 1656, with engrailed edge, extremely fine 1 

le S 

PATTERNS AND PROOFS. 

COPPER. 

375 Earthing, m. m. mullet, oliyar. pro. eng. sc. irl., laureated 

head of the Protector to the left, rev. charitie. and. 

change., Arms of the Commonwealth, fine, and very 
t Jrlr/tsz l rare 

SILVER. 

J/ 

3; 

3 
7 

4/ // 

376 Sixpence, Snel. pi. 16, n. 8, wt. 45 grs., olivar. d. g. r. p. 

„ ang. sco. hib., &c. pro., laureated head of the Protector 

to left, edge engrailed, rev. pax. quairitur. eello., 

1658, Arms crowned, fine, and of great rarity - 1 

*** From the Trattle, Edmonds, Cuff, and Baker Sales. 

✓ 377 Ninepence, termed a Sixpence, wt. 51 grs., usual legends and 

types, but without &c. after hib., fine and rare 1 

*** From the Rhodes Sale. 

£ 378 Ninepence, wt. 83J grs., legends and types as 377, in fact, 

from the same die, very fine and rare \ 

%* From the Russell Sale. ^—- 

4 
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379 Two Shilling Piece, 1658, ivt. 163 grs., legend and types as 

the Shilling, but without &c. after niB., with plain edge, 

very fine and extremely rare 1 

V From the Cuff Sale. / 

380 Crown, termed Tanner’s Crown, a very fine proof, with plain 

(p) ^ 

AS 

edge, rare 
ff fry f 

GOLD. 

381 Half Broad, 1656, wt. 72 grs., oliyab. d. g. b. p. ang. sco. 

hib. &c. pbo., laureated Head to left with the neck bare, 

rev. pax. qyjebitvb. bello., 1656, the usual Arms, a 

brilliant specimen, of great rarity, plain 1 

*** From the Pembroke, Parker, and Brice Collections. 

382 Fifty Shilling Piece, 1656, wt. 350 grs., legends and types as 

381, edge inscribed + pbotectob. litebis. liteb^e. nym- 

mis. cobona. et. salys., of the highest degree of rarity, 

and in beautiful condition pf— 1 

*** From the Martin Sale. 

383 Crown, 1658, wt. 1 oz. 9 dwts. 20 grs. a beautiful proof from the 

Crown die, and with has. nisi., &c. on the edge, extremely 

rare cPPu^ t 1 
*** From tbe Thomas and Loscombe Sales. 

26 

/ 

3J 

5 A f 

CHABLES II, •||.4 8__1685 

SILYEB, HAMMEBED. 

384 Maundy Money, of different types, including twx> fine sets of 

his early coinage 13 

385 Sixpence, m. m. crown, legends and types as usual, but with¬ 

out numerals or inner circle, very fine f\ 

386 Shilling, mi m. crown, of the same coinage, very fine 1 

%* From the Cuff Sale. 

387 Half Crown, m. m. crown of the same coinage, rare and ivell 

preserved 7 c— 1 

388 Half Crown, m. m. crown, with the numerals and inner circle, 

rare and ivell preserved , 1, 

ii p- 

* /£ 

■ 7 

j 

, /S' 

/ 

26/6 
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380 

r 

300 
'' 

301 • r 

302 
>r 

303 

304 
9, 

305 
* 

306 
'r 

307 

'/ 

308 
ff 

- - 

et 

GOLD, HAMMERED. 

Crown, m. m. crown, carolys. ii., &c. laureated Head to left, 

without the numeral, rev. florent. concordia. regna., 

oval Shield of Arms crowned, with c. R. at the sides, ex¬ 

tremely beautiful and very rare ^ 

*#* From the Martin Sale. 

Half Sovereign, m. m. crown, legends and types of the Crown, 

fine and rare 2 1 

Sovereign, m. m. crown, legends and types of the Crown, 

fine ffiv— 1 

Half Sovereign, m. m. crown, legends and types as 300, but 

with x. indicating the value, rare and extremely fine /■/<*- 1 

Sovereign, m. m. crown, legends and types as 301, but with 

xx. indicating the value, very fine and rare t 1 

MILLED COINS. 

SILVER. 

Sixpence, 1674; Shilling, 1663, edge engrailed with straight 

lines; Half Crown, 1677, yicesimo. nono. ; Crown, 1679, 

tricesimo. primo., a fine set. 4 

Shillings, 3, 1666, Elephant under bust, edge engrailed with 

straight lines, rare; 1671, plume under Bust and in 

the centre of reverse, rare; 1684, large Head, rare; all 

fine 3 

Shillings, 3, 1666, bare neck, Elephant underneath, edge en¬ 

grailed with straight lines, rare; 1679, plume under bust, 

but without the plume on the reverse; 1684, large Head ; 

all fine 1 

Shillings, 3, 1668, edge engrailed with straight lines; 1669 ; 

1681, Elephant and castle under the bust, very rare; 

Half Crown, 1666, xviii., Elephant under the bust, very 

rare 4 

Half Crowns, 2, 1663, xv., very fine; 1681, tricesimo. 

tertio., Elephant and castle under a large bust, very rare, 

and in good condition 2 

Both from the Cuff Sale. 
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»399 Halt Crown, 1068, vicesimo., small Bust, this date is nearly 

unique, fine /V '/ J— 1 

*** From the Bhodes Sale. 

400 Half Crown, 1673, vicesimo. qvinto., Plume under a large 

bust, very rare, and ivell preserved s / 1 

*** From the CutF Sale. 

401 Crown, 1662, decvs. et. tvtamen., Bose under bust, 

extremely fine st#— 1 

402 Crown, 1662, same inscription on the edge, but without the 

rose under the bust, fine and scarce 

/ // 

/I 

/ 

y ^ 1 -2- * 

403 Crown, 1664, xvi., with the arms of England and France in 

separate escutcheons, a splendid specimen jf#— 1 

*** From the Hodsoll, Tyssen, Hurrant, and Baker Sales. 

404 Crown, 1666, xviii., Elephant under bust, rare, and very fine 

for this coin 1 

405 Crown, 1676, vicesimo. octavo., extremely fine 1 

*** From the Marshall Sale. 

/ /+ 

GOLD. 

406 Half Guinea, 1678, large Head, with Elephant and castle 

underneath, rare and very fine 1 

407 Guinea, 1663, bare neck, with flowing lock over the left 

shoulder, and an elephant beneath; edge engrailed with 

straight lines, extremely fine and rare 73 1 

408 Two Guinea Piece, 1675, with large Head, a brilliant 

specimen 1 
*** From the Cuff Sale. 

409 Five Guinea Piece, 1669, vicesimo. primo., small Head 
_ -i -il . 1 1 Pi 1 

/ /r 

X 3 

/y S' 

LTV/ VI --w ~ ~ 7-7 

with long flowing hair, and a lock over the left shoulder, a yj y# 

brilliant specimen i~ 7^-' ^ 1 

PATTEBNS, Ac. 

COPPER. 

40 Farthing, carolvs. a. carolo., the rose, lis, harp, and thistle 
crowned, and forming a cross; rev. qvatvor. maria. ,, /y 

vittdico., Ship under sail, edge engrailed, very fine and 

rare 
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411 Farthing, as before, but with monetae, instayrator. 1662. 

on the edge, very rare. Farthing, carolys. secyndys. dei. 

gratia., Eoyal Monogram crowned, rev. mag. brit. era. 

et.hib.rex., four Sceptres transversed,^ry rare. Farthings, 

2, 1665, with short and long hair, rev. qyatvor., &c., 

Britannia seated, plain edge, very fine. Eoyal Farthing 
Token y 5 

412 Farthing, Tin, nymmorym. eamylys. 1684, on the edge; 

Another, Tin, formed of the two reverses. Halfpenny, in 

two metals, car. ii., &c., Ship under sail, rev. soli. deo. 

gloria., St. Michael and Dragon. Halfpenny, carolys. a. 

carolo., Head to left, rev. qyatyor., &c., Britannia seated, 
all fine — 4 

SILYER. 

413 Farthing, Snel. pi. 6, n. 13, m. m. rose, carolys. ii. rex., a 

mullet between each word, Head crowned to left, rev. same 

m. m., thus, united inyincible., three Pillars conjoined, 
very rare and fine s/t  \ 

414 Farthing, Snel. pi. 6. n. 15, m.m. rose, truth, and. peace., 

Eose crowned; below, 1661; at the sides, c. R. crowned? 

rev. as 413, extremely rare and fine ^_ 1 

415 Sovereign, Snel. pi. 6, n. 15, with s., for Simon, under the bust, 

rev. MAGNA, opera. DOMINI., 1660, Arms crowned 1 

416 Sovereign, Snel. pi. 6, n. 16, with s., for Simon, under the bust, 

rev. magnalia. dei., 1660, cruciform arrangement of the 

initials and numerals of the King, and the Arms of Eng¬ 

land, France, Ireland and Scotland; edge, reyersys. sine, 

clade. yictor. simon. EECIT., very rare, and very fine 1 

417 Sovereign? by Simon, probasti. me. dne. sicyt. argentvm., 

Eoyal Arms crowned; rev. magna. opera, domini. 1660, 

Eoyal Arms crowned; edge, reyersys. sine, clade. 

victor. SIMON, e., extremely fine, and perhaps unique 1 

*** a most highly interesting piece, the legends having 

a happy allusion to the fortunes of the King. 

A ■C 
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418 SIMON’S CELEBRATED PETITION CROWN, Snel. 

pi- 6, n. 18, wt. 546^ grs., carolys. ii. dei. gra., King’s 

Rust to right, draped, laureated, with flowing hair and 

slight moustaches, below Simon, rev. mag. bri. fr. et. hib. 

rex. 1663, the four crowned Escutcheons of England, 

Scotland, France and Ireland, arranged cruciformly, with 

two c’s interlinked in the angles, and in the centre, St. 

George and the Garter, with motto honi. soit. qui. mal. 

y. pense. On the edge is the following well-known peti¬ 

tion, in two lines, and in Roman capital letters, except the 

words Thomas Simon, and Majesty, which are in Italian 

capitals:—Thomas Simon, most, humbly, prays, your. 

MAJESTY. TO. COMPARE. THIS. HIS. TRYALL. PIECE. WITH. 

THE. HUTCH. AND. IE. MORE. TRULY. DRAWN. &. EMBOSS’D. 

MORE. GRACE. EULLY. ORDER’D. AND. MORE. ACCURATELY. 

ENGRAYEN. TO. RELEIYE. (sic) HIM. m „ 

Then follow two c.’s, interlinked and crowned, to separate the 

end of the inscription from the beginning. 

This rare and beautiful specimen of the master piece of the 

great Simon, is in extremely fine condition; the petition on 

the edge is also well struck and perfect. On the ivhole, 

this extraordinary pattern piece must rank among the finest 

of the few specimens known 1 

From the Pembroke, Parker, and Brice Collections. 

419 THE REDDITE CROWN, from the same die as the 

Petition, but on the edge is inscribed, reddite. QUiE. 

CiESARis. &c. post., the Sun appearing out of a cloud, fine 

and extremely rare ^__ 1 

From the Oxford, Barrett, Tyssen, Trattle, Roberts, British 

Museum, Henderson, Comferth, Rhodes, and Brice Col¬ 

lections. 

GOLD. 

420 Broad, by Simon, car. ii. d. g. &c. laureated Bust, with long 

flowing hair, to left, rev. elorent concordia. regna. 

1 1662, square Shield of Arms, crowned, fine 

From the Brumell Sale. 

3 

' r 
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421 Broad, Snel. pi. 6, n. 16, ivt. 140 grs., carolvs. ii. rex., 

King’s Bust in armour, and with mantle, laureated, and 

with long flowing hair and slight moustaches; above the 

King’s head, a star of eight points; below, s. for Simon; 

(p S' " rev. magnalia. dei. 1660, two interlinked c.’s, crowned, 

and resting upon n., repeated four times at right angles, 

and forming a cross, in the centre is a radiant star of eight 

points, and in the angles of the cross are the arms ot 

England, Scotland, Erance and Ireland, very rare, and in a 

splendid state '2 ^ 1 

*** Erom the Kussell Sale. 

JAMES II. 16S5—1688. 

TIN MONEY. 

422 Earthing, rev. nvmmorvm. eamvlys. 1684. on the edge. 

Halfpenny, legends and types^as the Earthing, but dated 

1685; both very fine 2 

3 h- 

SILYER. 

423 Maundy Coins, a fine set; Sixpence, 1687 ; Shilling, 1685 ; 

Half Crown, 1685, primo. ; Crown, 1687, tertio.; all 

very fine Ay ^ r ^ 8 

GOLD. 

/ u ft 

2- 2- 't 

i- /2 

/£) " 

/ u - 

M 

S'8 j //p •f 

and rare // 

425 Guinea, 1686, extremely fine ^ 

426 Two Guinea Piece, 1688, extremely fine and rare rh— 

#*# Erom the Tyssen, Durrant and Baker Sales. 

427 Eive Guinea Piece, 1686, secyndo., a brilliant specimen 

WILLIAM AND MAKY. 1688-1695. 

SILVER. 

428 Maundy Coins, a fine set; Sixpence, 1693 ; Shilling, 169! 

Half Crown, 1689, primo. ; Crown, 1692, qvinto. ; i 

very fine 

429 Half Crowns, 3, 1689. primo., 1690. tertio., 1693. qyint 

all very fine 

1 

1 

1 



GOLD. 

430 Half Guinea, 1G89, very fine u-Sfifi-r-Z 

431 Guinea, 1G94, very fine ^ 1 

432 Two Guinea Piece, 1G94, very fine # 

433 Five Guinea Piece, 1692. qvaeto., Elephant and castle under 

the busts, a brilliant specimen v-r-f \ 

From the Thomas Sale, 1857. 

1 z 'Z 

'r 

/ // - 

CL S' " 

/r /H 6> 

PATTERNS, &c. 

TIN AND COPPER. 

434 Farthing, tin, 1G90, edge nymmorym. eamylys. 1690. Half¬ 

penny, tin, edge nymmorvm. eamylys. 1690.; both very 

fine. Farthings, 5, two of brass and copper, rev. non. 

deyis., the Sun ; hisce. syeeylta., three Pillars united 

under a crown; and two with Head of the Queen on one 

side, and that of the King on the other, varieties; the 

other of Mary alone, rev. ex. candore. decys., a Rose; 

all fine f7 

435 Farthing, rev. iyngit. amor, patrijeq. salys., two Hands 

supporting a sceptre and crown, a brilliant specimen, and 

very rare f'f 1 

From the Tyssen, Durrant, and Sparkes Collections. 

436 Halfpenny, maria, ii. dei. gratia., head of the Queen to 

right, rev. gylielmys. hi. dei. gratia., head of the King 

to right, very fine and rare 4 ^^ 1 

437 Halfpenny, 1694, of remarkable bold work, extremely fine, and 

very rare , SZl 1 

#„# From the Henderson, Durrant, and Sparkes Collections. 

438 Halfpenny, 1694, of better ivork, and the Busts are not in 

such high relief, a brilliant specimen, and very rare 1 
Sf-p-V-?f 

WILLIAM III, 1694—1702. 

SILYER. 

'9 

7/ 

/ /D 

z 

439 Maundy Coins, a fine set. Sixpence, 1696. Shilling, 1697. 

Half Crown, 1696, octayo. Crown, 1695, septimo., the 

upper part of the breast-plate curved, all fine 8 

f. 
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440 Sixpences, 0, Country Mints, 1696, t = York; 1697, b = 

Bristol; c = Chester; E = Exeter ; N = Norwich ; y = 

York, all very fine 6 

441 Shillings, 5, Country Mints, 1696, e. n. y. ; 1697, b. c., all 

fine J" /'' ^ 5 

442 Half Crowns, 5, Country Mints, 1696, b. n. ; 1697, nono. 

c. E. y., all fine 5 

443 Sixpences, 2, 1697, 1701. Shillings, 3, 1699, 1700, 1701. 

Half Crowns, 2, 1697, nono., 1700, decimo. tertio. 

Crown, 1700, dyodecimo., upper part of breast-plate 

straight, all fine ai— 8 

444 Sixpence and Shilling, 1698, very rare. Half Crown. 1701, 

decimo. tertio., all have plumes in the angles, a fine set, 

rare ^^ *- 3 

445 Sixpence and Shilling, 1699, with roses in the angles. 

Shilling, 1699, plumes in the angles^ an^ rare 3 

446 Shillings, 2, 1699, with the hair raised high above the fore¬ 

head like flames, very fine and rare; 1701, with plume 

under the bust, very rare ^ 2 

447 Half Crown, wt. 330 grs., 1697, noho., very fine and extremely 
rare p 

448 Half Crown, 1701, decimo. tertio., elephant and castle 

under the bust, extremely rare, poor // 'V 1 

449 Crowns, 2, 1696, octayo. ; 1697, hono., both have the 

straight line to the upper part of the breast-plate, fine 2 

GOLD. 

450 Half Guinea, 1695, very fine — l 

451 Guinea, 1696, extremely fine — l 

452 Two Guinea Piece, 1701, in a brilliant state 1 

453 Five Guinea Piece, 1699, undecimo., elephant and castle 

under the bust, a brilliant coin — 1 

From the Baker Sale. 

prooes.—COPPER. 

" 454 Halfpenny, 1699, extremely fine and rare i 

455 Halfpenny, with the date 1699 behind the shield of Britannia, 

very fine and rare 



SILVER. 

4>oG Shilling, 1608, plain edge, very fine and rare 

■io/ Hall Crown, 1697, plain edge, extremely fine and rare 

*** From the Cuff Sale. ^f^~~ 

dio8 Crown, 1695, plain edge, very fine and very rare 

*** From the Dymock Sale. 

1 " 

1 3 * 

l J 3 

ANN, 1702—1711 

SILVER. 

459 Maundy Coins, a fine set; Sixpence, 1711, plain j Shilling, 

1711, plain; Shilling, 1708, plain; Half Crown, 1708, 

plain ; Crown, 1707, plain, all very fine — 8 

460 Sixpences, 2, 1705, plain, rare ; 1707, e. Shillings, 3, 1702, 

vigo.; 1705, plain; 1711, plain. Half Crown, 1708, 

sfptimo., plumes in the angles. Crown, 1708, septtmo., 

plumes in the angles, all fine 8 

461 Sixpences, 4, 1705, plumes ; 1707, roses and plumes ; 1708, 

plumes ; 1710, roses and plumes, rare. Shillings, 5, 1702, 

plumes, rare; 1704, plumes; 1708, plumes; 1707 and 

1712, roses and plumes, a fine lot 33 9 

462 Sixpence to the Crown, 1703, vigo., a fine set 4 

463 Shilling, 1702, plain, and without vigo. Half Crown, 1703, 

tertio., plain, and without vigo., very rare, both fine 2 

464 Shilling, Half Crown, and Crown, 1708, e. Sixpence, 1708, 

e. and star. Shillings, 1707 and 1708, e. and star, the 

first very rare, some fine 6 

465 Half Crown, 1705, qvinto., plumes. Crown, 1705, qvinto., 

plumes, rare, both fine 2 

466 Half Crown, 1712, vndecimo., roses and plumes. Crown, 

1707, sexto., roses and plumes, both fine 2 

467 Half Crown, 1700, qvinto., roses and plumes. Crown, 1713, 

dvodecimo , roses and plumes, both fine 2 

" /Jfi 

„ /3 

" /*- 

/ S2- 

„ 

„ /£- 

, /jT 

GOLD. 

468 Half Guinea, .1702, with a rose in centre of reverse, very y yy 

rare and very fine 
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469 Guinea, 1708, elephant and ^castle under the bust, very fine 

and rare 1 
1 

/ z ♦ 

S' 'r 

z /0 o 

& tf 

/ 

/ /'L „ 

Z *> « 

z rf ft 

f * S': 

Z 6 « 

SSr //-/ s 

470 Two Guinea Piece, 1713, very fine 

*** From the Rhodes Sale. 

471 Five Guinea Piece, 1703, seovndo., with vigo. under the 

bust, and a rose in centre of the reverse, fine and very 

rare 1 

PATTERNS, &c. 

COPPER. 

472 Farthing, 1714, anna, regina., fine and rare , 1 

473 Farthing, 1714, anna. dei. gratia., fine and scarce £**£**->1 

474 Farthing, 1713, with a double milled border on the reverse, 

fine and rare sit/— 1 

475 Farthing, 1713, with a broad milled border on the reverse, 

fine and rare £~~ 1 

476 Farthing, 1713, Britannia under a portico, very rare and very 

fine i fc/'- 1 

477 Farthing, 1713, anna, avgvsta. rev. pax. missa. per. 

oebem., Britannia in a biga, extremely rare 1 

478 Halfpenny, anna. dei. gratia., and the Queen’s head on 

each side, with plain edge,fine and very rare ^— 1 

479 Halfpenny, anna. d. g. mag., &c., Bust to left, rev. Britannia 

seated under a crown, holding a rose and thistle, very fine 

and rare c/o~ 1 

480 Halfpenny, rev. Britannia seated under a crpwn holding a 

palm branch, very fine and rare 1 

481 Halfpenny, rev. Rose and thistle on the same stem under a 

crown, very fine and rare - 1 

482 Halfpenny, rev. Rose and thistle, as before, but without the 

crown, very fine and rare aJa— 1 

PROOFS.—Silver. 

483 Sixpence, 1707, after the Union, with e. under the Bust, edge 

plain, fine and extremely rare 

plain, fine and extremely rare 

der tl 

si*— 

1 

1 
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GEORGE 1., 1714—1727. 

COPPER AND SILVER. 4>gr. /// 
485 Earthing, 17 L9. Halfpenny, 1717. Maundy Coins, a fine 

set. Sixpence, Shilling, Half Crown, and Crown, 1723, / 
s. s. c., all fine 2 ^c-> S/,r-r/ 10 

486 Sixpence, 1717, roses and plumes. Shillings, 5, 1716, roses 

and plumes; 1720, plain; 1723, s. s. c.; 1724, w. c. c., 

rare; 1725, roses and plumes. Half Crown, 1715, 
secvndo., roses and plumes. Crown, 1718, qvinto., roses 2 2/ 

and plumes, all fine ™ 8 

GOLD. 

487 Quarter Guinea, 1718 ; Half Guinea, 1718, loth fine 'JL 
488 Guinea, 1714, termed the Elector Guinea, rev. legend ending 

pr. el-,fine and scarce 1 
489 Guinea, 1726, elephant and castle under the bust, rare 1 

490 Two Guinea Piece, 1726, fine 1 

*Erom the Russell Sale. 

/ * * 

✓ 5 

/ 3 '■ 

2- // 

491 Eive Guinea Piece, 1716, SECVNDO,t/me 

Erom the Russell Sale. 

7- i 7 
7*6 7 f 

FIFTH DAY’S SALE. 

GEORGE II., 1729—1760. 

SILVER. 

LOT. 
492 Maundy Coins, a fine set. Sixpence, 1746. Half Crown, 

1746, decimo. nono. Crown, 1746, decimo. nono., all 

with iaull, fine 8 
493 Sixpence, 1728; Shilling, 1737; Half Crown, 1736, nono. ; 

Crown, 1735, octavo., all roses and plumes. Sixpence, 

1739 ; Shilling, 1741; Half Crown, 1741, decimo. qvarto.; 

Crown, 1741, decimo. qvarto., all roses, very fine 8^ 

I 

/s 

/ S' 

— 

2- 
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506 

^ " 507 

/ /? " 508 

£0 Sr 

Sixpence, 1728; and Shilling, 1731, with plumes. Old Head, 

Sixpence, 1743; Shilling, 1747; Half Crown and Crown, 

1743, decimo. septimo., all roses, very fine 0 

Sixpence and Shilling, 1728, plain. Old Head, Sixpence, 

Shilling, Half Crown, and Crown, 1750, yicesimo. qyarto., 

plain, very fine S*— 6 

GOLD. 

Half Guinea, 1746, without lima.., very fine 1 

Guinea, 1739, Old Head, with e. i. c. under the Bust, fine 

and very rare 1 

Guinea, 1745, lima, under the Bust, very fine and rare 1 

Two Guinea Piece, 1753, very fine 1 

Five Guinea Piece, Young Head, 1729, tertio., with e. i. c. 

under the neck^we and very rare 1 

Five Guinea Piece, Old Head, 1746, decimo. nono., with 

lima, under the neck, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Iiussell Sale. 

PROOFS.—Copper axd Silyer. 

Farthing, 1730; Halfpenny, 1729; and an ordinary Half¬ 

penny, reading geogiys. The proofs are in a beautiful 
state rS^ 

Sixpence, 1728, plain in the angles, and with plain edge,^e 
and very rare „ y Snh p 

##* From the Russell Sale. 

Half Crown, 1731, type of the Sixpence, and with plain edge, 

very fine and rare 1 

Crown, 1732, roses and plumes in the angles, plain edge. 

rare and very fine ] 

Sixpence, Shilling, Half Crowm, yicesimo.; Crown,yicesimo., 

all 1746, and plain in the angles, a fine 

GOLD. 

setM^y^Z 4 

Half Guinea, 1728, plain edge, very fine and rare 

Guinea, 1729, plain edge, very fine and rare Sc— p 

Two Guinea Piece, 1733, plain edge, very fine and veru 

dv— 1 rare 
From the Cuff Sale. 



510 Five G uinea Piece, 1729, plain edge, very fine and rare 1 

From the Baker Sale. 

Five Guinea liece, 1731, with inscribed edge, decus. et. 

tupamen. anno, regni. QUARTO., very Jine, and very 

rare p 

GEORGE III, 17G0—1820. 

SILVER. 

ol2 Maundy Coins, various, including a fine set of the wire type. 

Sixpences, 3, 1787, 1817, 1819, the last a curiously struck 

piece. Shillings, 1763 (the Northumberland); 1787, 

one without the dot; 1817. Crown, 1819, lix. ; Dollar of 

Paul Eainerius, 1786, countermarked with a small Head 
of George III; fine 34 

i/ r 
Sr /S 

r * 

/ 

PATTERNS AND PROOFS. 

COPPER. 

o!3 Halfpenny and Penny, 1788, by Pingo, rev. Britannia stand¬ 

ing, holding an olive-branch and spear, plain edges, b 

very fine and rare 

all finely bronzed / 
515 Farthing, Halfpenny, Penny, and Twopence, 1797, with broad 

rim, all very fine, the first gilt, and the others bronzed 

516 British Commercial Farthing, Halfpenny, and Penny, 179, 

Penny, 1799, rev. vigebit, &c. all finely bronzedfiTfiSB 4 

517 Farthings, 3, 1771, 1798, 1799 ; Halfpennies, 2, 1770, 1799; 

Penny, 1797, with flowing hair, finely bronzed 0 

518 Halfpenny, 1804, rev. britanniarum, very fine and rare 1 

519 Halfpenny, georgius iii. d. g. britann. rex. e. d., &c. 

laureated Bust to right, rev. britanniarum, 1805, very 

rare and very fine p 

520 Penny, rev. britanniarum, 1805, very fine and rare 1 

521 Halfpenny, 1799, with crowned Head, very rare and fine 1 

522 Halfpenny, 1795, Head laureated and the neck.clothed, as 

on that of 1797, rev. Britannia seated on a globe, her 

right hand extended, and her left supporting the shield and 

spear, very rare and very fine p 

! 3 
1 

jT 

1 

1 /r 

, / 

/ / 

/ 9 
/fir 

/ U 

/ 3 

/ ///- 

/ 

/* 
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523 Penny, 1789, by Mossop, Georgius iii. rex., bare Head to 

right; below a harp ; rev. concordia., two figures, emble¬ 

matical of England and Ireland standing before an altar, 

edge engrailed, fine and of great rarity, as there were only 

six of them struck 1 

524 Penny, Head laureated and with long flowing hair to right, 

rev. Britannia helmeted and seated on a globe, holding a 

trident, an olive branch, and shield; below, 1797 and two 

olive branches, very fine and rare zb,—- 1 

525 Penny, Bust laureated and draped to right, and on the broad 

rim two olive branches transversed between two roses, 

rev. Britannia helmeted as before ; below, 1797, very fine 

and rare ^- 1 

526 Penny, obv. as before, rev. as the ordinary broad rim Penny 

of 1797, but the legend and date are smaller, and there 

is no k upon the rock, extremely rare and fine; Guinea, 

1779, extremely rare, but double struck on the obverse 2 

527 Guineas, 1782, Heads leaureated to right, with long flame¬ 

like hair, on the edge of one of them is mdcclxxxii, four 

times repeated, the other ^ has a plain edge, both very 

fine 2 

528 Half Guinea, 1782, by Tanner; Guineas, 2, 1798, by Kuchler, 

Spade Shield types, legends sunk in, one bronzed; Milton’s 

Pattern of 1798, fine and rare 4 

529 

2 /k " 

560 

2- '■ 

SILYER. 

Seven Shilling Piece, by Pingo, georgius iii. dei. gratia. 

raised on a sunk circle, King’s Head incuse on a raised 

centre ; rev. mbeethrexedbetldsriatete, 

without dots dividing the letters, Arms in four sunk ovals 

cruciformly arranged on a raised circular centre, with the 

date 1789 retrograde, and sunk in between the quarters, 

edge engrailed, extremely rare and very fine 1 

Half Sovereign, georgius iii. dei. gratia., laureated Head 

to right, rev. rrit. rex. fid. def., square Shield of Arms 

within the garter crowned, dividing the date 1816, edge 

engrailed, very rare and fine \ 



Gt 

/ /j 

531 Guinea, georgius iii. dei. gratia, in sunk letters on a 

broad rim ; below a scroll, Head laureated to right; rev. 

M. B. E. ET. H. REX. E. D. B. ET. L. D. S. It. I. A. T. ET. E., y 
1791, in sunk letters on a broad rim, Spade Shield of Arms 

crowned, in a sunk circle, very fine and rare 1 

532 Sixpence and Shilling, 1787, with plain edges ; Shilling, 1798, 

with engrailed edge, very rare ; all very fine 3 

533 Pattern for a Coin of Hanover, by Pingo, but without the 

legend exemplar, probatae. monetae., &c., which is en¬ 

graved ou the gold piece from the same die. Others, 1788, y / 

Britannia seated, edge engrailed ; 1790, same types, with 

plain and engrailed edges ; all very fine 4 

534 Shilling, 1764, by Tanner, types of the Northumberland, 

edge plain, fine, and very rare ^ 

535 Shilling, 1778, by Yeo, plain edge, very rare, and very fine 1 / 

536 Sixpence, Shilling, and Half Crown, 1817, beautiful and rare 

proofs, with plain edges 3 

537 Half Crowns, 2, 1817, both varieties of bust, with engrailed 

edges, very fine 2 

538 Half Crown, 1816, large Bust, plain edge,,/me and rare ^-1 

539 Eighteenpenny and Three-shilling Bank Tokens, 1811, Bust 

in armour, plain edges, very fine 2 " 

540 Ninepenny, Eighteenpenny, and Three-shilling Bank Tokens, 

1812; Head, laureated, to right, plain edges, very fine, the £ 

first rare 3 

541 Bank Dollars, 1804, rev. Arms within the garter; Britannia 

seated within an oval border, on which is inscribed eiye 

shillings DOLLAR, plain edges 2 
* 

542 Bank Dollar, 1804, as the first described in the former lot; 

Mudie’s Crown, by Webb, rev. Eoyal Arms, cruciformly / /Z> 

arranged, with the garter in the centre, both fine 2 

543 Crown, 1817, by Wyon, Head, laureated, to the right, neck 

bare; below, w. wyon., rev. eoedlts. inyiolabile., three 

Figures, emblematical of England, Ireland, and Scotland, * ^ 

/ /a 

2 /J 

* /3 

* M 

J li¬ 

very fine and rare 
M 6 'r 
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after Simon, shoulders clothed; below, w. wyon. ; rev. 

incorrupta. eides. veritasque., lloyal Arms, crowned, 

very fine, and only twenty-five struck off ^ 1 

*** From the Marshall Sale. * 

below, pistrucci, in very small letters; rev. St. George, 

surrounded by the garter, horizontally lined, plain edge, 

extremely fine, and very rare 1 

GOLD. 

very fine and scarce 

UJ -L 

edge; Hall Guinea, 1775, by Yeo, plain edge; Half 

Guinea, 1762, by Tanner, plain edge; all fine and 

scarce 

of Arms, crowned, edges plain, in a brilliant state 2 

3ven-Shilling Piece, 1789, georgius. hi. dei. gratia., 

King’s head, laureated, within a raised border, rev. legend 

and type precisely as that in silver forming lot 529, 

engrailed edge, very fine, and extremely rare 1 

3ven-Shilling Piece, 1813 ; Half Guinea, 1811, aud^Guinea, 

1813, rev. Arms within the garter, crowned ; all very fine 3 

-alf Sovereign and Sovereign, 1817, with engrailed edges, 
both very fine 2 

uinea, 1761, by Tanner, with plain edge, extrgmdy fine 1 

uinea, 1761, by Tanner, of bolder workj^andwith a dif¬ 

ferently formed wreath, edge plain, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Cuff Sale.* 

’ -M-wmvisi, Yiiuu a, wua. ui 11 cill uu me jAing s 

breast, edge plain, very fine p 

fuinea, 1765, by Tanner, bust larger than the preceding, but 

after the same style, edge plain, very fine and rare % 

fuinea, 1771, by Tinyo, Bust, with long flowing hair, and 

with a lock of hair on the breast, edge plain, extremely 

fine j 
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557 Guinea, 1787, by Pingo, georgius iii dei geatia, without 

dots between the words, Head, laureated, to right, with 

long flowing hair, and a curl on the right side of the 

neck ; rev. m. b. e. et. h. eex. e. d. b. et. l. d. s. e. i. a. t. 

et. e. 17S7, Royal Arms within the garter, edge plain, 

extremely fine, and of the highest rarity 1 

558 Guinea, 1813, by L. Pingo, rev. Royal Standard, 1813, edge 

engrailed, very fine, and very rare 1 

551) Sovereign, 1813, by T. Wyon, geoegius iii dei gratia, no 

dots between the words, Head, laureated, to right; below, 

w ; rev. BRITANNIAEUM REX EIDEI DEFENSOR, Square 

Shield of Arms, crowned; at the sides of the crown, 

IS—13, plain edge, extremely fine and rare 1 

500 Sovereign, 1813, by T. Wyon, ohv. type as the preceding, 

rev. legend as before, square Shield of Arms crowned, sup¬ 

ported by the rose, thistle, and shamrock at the sides of the y_y_ /y 

crown, 18—13, edge plain, extremely fine and very rare 1 

From the Cuff Sale. j/v-— 

501 Sovereign, 1810, geoegius iii dei gratia, no dots after the 

words, small, plump-looking Head to right, with short hair, 

laureated, rev. britanntarum eex eid : dee : square 

Shield of Arms crowned, below 18—10, edge plain, ex¬ 

tremely fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Cuff Sale. 

502 Sovereign, 1816, geoegius iii d : g : britt eex e : d : large 

Head, with short hair, laureated, to right, rev. legend and /# 

type as the reverse of 501, but the letters are smaller, 

extremely fine and very rare — 1 

563 Two Guinea Piece, 1768, by Tanner, plain edge, extremely ^ 

fine and very rare 1 

6 

S' / & 

*** From the Russell Sale. 
*7T 

501 Two Guinea Piece, 1773, by Tanner, plain edge, extremely 

fine and very rare 1 

*** From the White, Parker, and Brice Collections. 

565 Two Guinea Piece, 1777, by Yeo, plain edge, extremely fine 

a7id very rare sYf— 1 

/ 

/ 

r 
From the Marshall Sale. 

K 
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566 Five Guinea Piece, 1773, by Tanner, plain edge, extremely 

Jine and very rare 1 

*** From the Eussell Sale. 

567 Five Guinea Piece, 1777, by Yeo, plain edge, a brilliant piece, 

and extremely rare 1 

*** From the Marshall Sale. 

568 Two Sovereign Piece, 1820, by Pistrucci, edge decus et 

tutamen. anno ee GNi lx. : extremely jine and rare 

569 Five Sovereign Piece, 1820, by Pistrucei, St. George and 

Drngon type, as the Double Sovereign, 568, and with the 

same edging, extremely rare, and a brilliant specimen 1 

*** From the Alchorne Sale. 

GEOEGE, PEINCE OF WALES. 

^ ^ 570 The Fullerton Sixpence, Shilling, and Half Crown, 1799, by 

Milton, very fine and rare 3 

J 3 

/ // 

GEOEGE IV., 1820—30. 

COPPER. 

571 Farthing to the Penny, 1826, bronzed. Third of Farthing, 

•r 1827. Half Farthing, 1828. Farthing, 1822. Penny, 

Head to left, shoulders clothed, as on his Irish Penny, rev. 

Britannia., Britannia seated on a globe to left, extremely 
rare j A z?-?r 

SILVER. 

572 Maundy Coins, a jine set. Sixpence to the Crown, 1821. 
Sixpence, 1825, all fine ^_ 9 

OOLD. 

2 / 573 Two Sovereign Piece, 1823, an unusually fine specimen of this 

coin \ 

PATTEENS AND PEOOFS. 

SILVER. 

" '' 574 Crown, 1820, vis. unitate. eoetior., Hercules breaking a 

bundle of sticks, rev. decus. et. tutamen., Eoyal Arms 

~ crowned, edge plain, a splendid pattern, by Droz 1 

^7 
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o75 Crown, 1S20, Whiteaves’ pattern, by Mills, large Head to 

* left; below, mdcccxx., rev. Royal Arms with supporters, , 

very fine and rare Ptyie a 1 ^ 

576 Crown, 1820, as before, but has the collar and neckerchief, 

very fine, and a rarer variety ^- 1 S' * 

oi / Sixpence and Shilling, 1825, Lion and Crown types, engrailed 

edges. Shilling, 1824, Garter type, engrailed edge. Half 

Crown, 1820, Hose, Thistle, and Shamrock arranged round ^ 

the arms, plain edge, very rare 4 

578 Half Crown and Crown, 1825, rev. square Shield of Arms 

crowned, the garter beneath, plain edges, very fine and £ ,, 
rare 2 

579 Sixpence to the Crown, 1826, a very fine set 4 

GOLD. 

580 Half Sovereigns, 1821, Royal Arms, garnished with rose, 

thistle and shamrock; 1823, Rose, Thistle and Shamrock y /S' 

beneath the arms. Sovereign, 1821, St- George and the 

Dragon, engrailed edges, all brilliant 3 

561 Half Sovereign and Sovereign, 1825, plain edges, brilliant 2 J ^ 

582 Two Sovereign Piece, 1825, plain edge, extremely fine 1 2. jr 

583 Live Sovereign Piece, 1826, septimo., extremely fine 1 ? S' 

WILLIAM IV, 1830—37. 

COPPEE AND SILVER. 

584 Third of Farthing, 1835. Farthing to the Penny, 1831, y 

bronzed. Groats, 3, varieties of 1836, one having 4 - p. in 

the field, all fine 7 

585 Maundy Coins, a fine set. Sixpence to the Half Crown, 1831, 

plain edges, all fine 7 ^ 

586 Crown, 1831, usual Head, with w. wvon. under the neck, 

plain edge, fine and rare \ 6? 2- 

587 Crown, 1834, usual Head, with w. w. under the neck, plain 

edge, very rare and fine 1 ^ 

GOLD. 

588 Half Sovereign, 1831; Sovereign, 1830, rare; plain edges, 

very fine 2 

589 Two Sovereign Piece, 1831, plain edge, extremely fine 

3SV £ 

l 2. S 
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VICTORIA, 1837. 

/T 

COPPER AND SILVER. 

590 Quarter Farthing, 1839. Third of Farthing, 1844. Halt 

Farthing, 1853. Farthing, Halfpenny and Penny, 1860. 

Farthing to the Penny, 1839, bronzed. Crown, 1845, 

regni. viii., all fine 10 

PATTERNS AND PROOFS. 

/3 

/ S' 

y // 

7 " 
y y 

y 2. 

jr 

4- 

jT 

4 4- 

SILVER. 

591'Maundy Coins, a fine set. Sixpence to the Half Crown, 1839, 

plain edges, fine 7 

592 Half Crown, 1839, with small Head, plain ed1 

593 Crown, 1839, plain edge, extremely fine and rare ^— 1 

591 Crown, 1846, Bust crowned to left, with plain dress, plain 

edge, very rare, and very fine /\31 

595 Crown, 1847, embroidered Bust crowned, plain edge, very 

fine 1 

596 Groat, Shilling, Florin and Half Crown, 1853, engrailed edges, 

very fine 4 

597 Florins, 3, 1848, Heads crowned, diademed and laureated, 

rev. one. elortn. one-tenth of a pound., Arms crowned, 

and cruciformly arranged, within a tressure ; in the centre, 

a full-blown rose; in the quarters, roses, thistle and sham¬ 

rock, plain edges, very fine and rare 3 

598 Florins, 3, 1848, Heads as before, rev. one. florin, within 

two branches of oak ; below, one-tenth of a pound., 

plain edges, very fime and rare   3 

599 Florins, 3, 1848, heads as before, rev. One Florin, One- 

tentii of a Pound, rose, thistle and shamrock, entwining 

the vr., below the Prince's plume, the whole within an 

ornamented tressure of four curves, plain edges 3 

600 Florins, 3, 1848, types as 599, but they read one florin, 

two shillings, plain edges . ^4— 3 

601 Himes, 3, 1848, types as 597, but they read one dime, one 

tenth of a pound, plain edges ^—. 3 

3s & /z 
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b02 Centums, 3, 1848, types as 598, but they read 100 milles, 

ONE CENTUM, ONE TENTH OF A POUND, plain edgd&« E, £ 

603 Centums, 3, 1848, types as 599, but they read one centum, 

one tenth of a pound, plain edges 3 

604 Decades, 3, 1848, types as 598, but they read 100 milles, 

ONE DECADE, ONE TENTH OF A POUND, plain edges S* 3 

605 Decades, 3, 1848, types as 599, but they read one decade, 

one tenth of a pound, plain edges rle— 3 

606 Florins, formed of two reverses, as lots 599 and 600, 602 and 

603, and 604 and 605, edges inscribed decys. et. tvtamen. /fi 

anno, keGNi. septimo., very rare do— 3 

S /S % 

S' " ,f 

4 V 

S' 2. 

OOLD. 

jT * 

jT * 

/ // 

Sovereign, 1837, small head, plain edge, rare and brilliant 1 

608 Sovereign, 18^8, similar head, with w. w. under the neck, 

plain edge, scarce and brilliant 1 

609 Half Sovereign and Sovereign, 1839, plain edges, very fine 2 

610 Five Pound Piece, 1839, Bust to left, rev. dlrige. deys. 

gressvs. meos., the Queen, as Una, with the garter on - 

her shoulder, standing by the side of the British Lion; 

below, mdcccxxxix. ; on the edge, decys. et. tytamen. 

anno, regni. tertio., extremely fine ^ ^Yi^y%6 1 

611 Five Pound Piece, 1839, unusually heavy, wt. 822 grs., type 

as before, but with a plain band at the top of the head, and 

having a more highly ornamented border, rev. dirigit. 

deys. gressys. meos., without the garter on the Queen’s E 

shoulder; edging as 610, but in large letters, extremely 

rare and very brilliant - 1 

MISCELLANEOUS COINS AND TOKENS. 

COPPER. 

612 Eoman of Carausius and Allectus, Black Money, Boyal 

Farthing Tokens, Irish Tokens, Gun Money, Weights, 

Provincial Tokens, American, Medal of Pitt, and a gold 

Turkish Coin, some very fine % 120 

613 Nuremburg Counters, Koyal Farthing Tokens, Provincial 

Jettons by Kirk, Vernon Medata on the taking Porto 

Bello ; and others <xS%^ S 158 

614 Provincial Farthings, Halfpennies and Pennies, mostly 

fme • 

% 
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CABINETS. 

615 Mahogany Cabinet, with folding doors, containing 20 trays, 

adapted for English Coins, and 1 deep drawer, damaged 

y- r /l J * ^ 11^ 11 i and 12 ins. high 

616 Mahogany Cabinet, containing 20 trays, and 1 drawer, for 

similar Coins, and of the same size ^— 

617 Mahogany Cabinet, as before, adapted for the same Coins, 

and of the same size ^Ctr- 

END OF SALE. 

J Davy A Sons, PniNtmiB, 137,Long Acbb. 
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